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1 Introduction
Photovoltaics, like all renewable energies, is an alternative way to obtain electricity in order to
preserve our planet for us and our descendants. Renewable energies are a great opportunity for
us to meet the growing demand for electricity in a sustainable, pollution-free, save and recyclable
way. The advantages are striking, regarding fossil fuels becoming scant, emission of CO2 pol-
luting our atmosphere, the risk of nuclear disasters and nuclear waste disposal problems.

Photovoltaics is the technology to directly convert the radiation energy from the sun into
electrical energy. It has come a long way from the first intentionally built PV device in 1883 [1],
to solar cell mass production and a worldwide electricity capacity of over 100 gigawatt (GW) in
2012 [2]. However, to make photovoltaics profitable and competitive today, further fundamen-
tal research is needed to optimize the cost per power. In the year 2013, 90% of the produced
photovoltaic modules were made out of silicon [3], which is one of the most abundant elements
in the earth’s crust and is ecologically harmless. Out of the silicon material 3

4 was multicrys-
talline silicon due to its lower costs and energy expenses during production. The disadvantages
of multicrystalline silicon in comparison to monocrystalline silicon are the presence of extended
defects like grain boundaries and dislocations and a high amount of metal impurities potentially
reducing the solar cell efficiency.

In a solar cell, electrical power is generated from a semiconductor material when it is illu-
minated with light (inner photo effect). The energy of the light is absorbed and generates excess
charge carriers which lead to a voltage.

The maximum theoretical efficiency for a solar cell as calculated by William Shockley and
Hans Queisser (Shockley–Queisser limit) is not reached in real solar cells due to recombination
losses. The most important recombination process in silicon solar cells is the Shockley-Read-
Hall recombination due to metal impurities and extended defects. Both increase the recombi-
nation probability for charge carriers, leaving less excess carriers to contribute to the electrical
current and therefore reducing the efficiency [1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8].

Most frequent impurities are the 3d-transition metals like iron, copper and nickel [9, 10, 11],
which are unintentionally introduced into the silicon material during crystal growth and cell pro-
duction. Especially the fast diffusing metals like iron and copper are detrimental because they
are unavoidable and have a high mobility even at low temperatures.

In order to reduce the detrimental effect of metal impurities on the efficiency, they can be
spatially redistributed by including gettering processes in solar cell processing schemes [12, 8,
13, 14]. During gettering the impurities move to electrical inactive areas of the solar cell like
the highly phosphorus doped emitter (phosphorus diffusion gettering) or the aluminum backside
contact (aluminum gettering) if a standard p-type Si solar cell is considered.

Several authors propose another technique to reduce the detrimental effect of metal impuri-
ties: the intentional redistribution of impurities at few large accumulation sites, e.g. at extended
defects, to increase the distance of recombination active defects and improve the lifetime of the
charge carriers in the defect free regions [15, 16, 17].
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In general, extended defects can act as sinks for impurity atoms. This accumulation process is
reversible, thus extended defects which are decorated with impurities can act as sources for new
impurity atoms during temperature treatments and/ or gettering [5, 10, 15]. While under certain
temperature treatments they can reduce the impurity concentration within the grains, the defects
can recontaminate the grains under other conditions and reduce the efficiency and the success of
external gettering processes. Fundamental research on atomistic scale [18, 19, 20, 21, 22] and on
grain-size scale (1 − 10mm) [23, 24, 25, 26, 27] is needed to understand the interaction of impu-
rities with extended crystallographic defects and the influence on gettering processes to optimize
defect engineering and gettering for multicrystalline material. Besides experimental measuring
methods (like LBIC, EBIC, PL, NAA, DLTS and TEM 1), simulations are a powerful tool on the
way of understanding and interpreting the underlying physics. While there are many simulations
modeling gettering of impurities [14, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34], there are only a few authors
investigating the accumulation of impurities at grain boundaries by simulations [25, 35].

This work contains both, experimental investigations of impurity accumulation at extended
defects on the atomistic scale and simulations on the wafer scale of the redistribution of im-
purity concentration during temperature treatments and gettering processes in presence of grain
boundaries.

The following sections give an introduction on metal impurities in silicon with the focus on
iron in section 2.1, on gettering of metal impurities in section 2.2 and on the mechanisms of
impurity accumulation at grain boundaries in section 2.3. In section 2.4 the correlation between
metal impurities and diffusion length of the excess carriers is described. This correlation is im-
portant to connect the simulations with experimental results, e.g. with LBIC measurements. The
methods of LBIC/ EBIC and PL are described in section 2.5 and 2.6 as the technique of EBIC is
used in this work, and LBIC and PL measurements are used to compare with simulations.

The result section consists of two parts. Subject of the first part is the detailed investigation
of accumulation of impurities at extended defects: section 3 describes an experimental method,
combining EBIC, FIB and TEM techniques, which was developed to investigate the distribution,
the atomic structure and the chemical nature of selected extended recombination active defects
at high resolution, but low necessary defect density. Results obtained with this method are pre-
sented which give experimental evidence of precipitation of metal impurities at grain boundaries
causing extended recombination active defects.

In the second part, simulations of the metal impurity distribution on the example of iron on
wafer scale are presented. The focus lies on the distribution of the iron concentration after differ-
ent temperature treatments and gettering processes in the presence of a grain boundary and other
precipitation sites. The physical model used for the simulations and its implementation are de-
scribed in section 4. Section 5.1 shows a simulation study comparing the efficiency and kinetics
of two different gettering techniques - aluminum gettering and phosphorus diffusion gettering -

1The abbreviations stand for: Light Beam Induced Current (LBIC), Electron Beam Induced Current (EBIC),
PhotoLuminescence Imaging (PL), Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA), Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy
(DLTS) and Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM)
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in the presence of precipitates, while section 5.2 focuses on the effect of a grain boundary on the
efficiency and kinetics during aluminum gettering. In section 5.3 the redistribution of impurities
during temperature treatments without gettering are presented and the modeled concentration
profiles across the grain boundary are compared with LBIC and PL measurements to investi-
gate the interaction of impurities with a grain boundary during different temperature treatments.
Additionally several parameters variations are presented to give an insight into the influence of
the different parameters on the resulting concentration profiles. The simulations of the former
chapters assume only precipitation as mechanisms of impurity accumulation at a grain boundary,
which is consistent with the experimental results in section 3 and will be shown to be sufficient to
reproduce the experimental LBIC and PL measurements. In section 5.5 the influence of segrega-
tion in comparison to precipitation as mechanism of impurity accumulation at a grain boundary
is investigated and will be shown to be negligible in most cases, verifying the approach of us-
ing only a precipitation model for the impurity accumulation at a grain boundary in the former
sections.

2 Theory

2.1 Iron and copper as metal impurities in silicon
Transition metals like iron, copper, nickel and gold have a detrimental effect on the efficiency
of solar cells because transition metals, their complexes and precipitates introduce deep energy
states into the band gap. The deep energy states act as recombination centers for the charge
carriers and therefore reduce the lifetime of the excess carriers produced by light absorption.

The abundance of iron and copper and their fast distribution due to their high diffusivity make
iron and copper contamination during solar cell production unavoidable [7, 19]. Additionally,
iron and copper are highly reactive. For example, more than 30 complexes of iron are reported
with about 20 energy levels in the silicon band gap [36]. Sources for contamination are, for
example, the polysilicon feedstock, the crucible during crystal growth and the equipment during
processing [5, 7, 37].

Figure 1, taken from Buonassisi et al. [10], shows neutron activation analysis data of total
metal content in ingot-grown, ribbon, and sheet mc-Si materials illustrating that iron and copper
are among the most abundant metal impurities with typical concentrations of 1013 − 1015cm−3

[17], which corresponds to 2 · 10−4 − 2 · 10−2 ppma (parts per million atoms).
The rather high concentrations typically observed stand in contrast with the tolerable amount

of iron in solar cells. Reiss et al. [38] show that in CZ solar cells an iron concentration of
5 · 1011cm−3 can already result in an efficiency loss of 3-4 percent. Consistent with these obser-
vations, the iron concentration has to be below approximately 5 · 1011cm−3 for a wafer thickness
of 180µm according to the conversion from diffusion length to interstitial iron concentration by
Istratov et al. [7]. This results from the simple approximation that the diffusion length of the
excess carriers in a solar cell should be larger than the wafer thickness in order for the carriers to
reach the contacts before they recombine. Measuring techniques for iron and copper in silicon
are, for example, DLTS [39], PL [40], NAA [41], LBIC [42], EBIC and TEM [43]. A com-
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Figure 1: Neutron activation analysis data of total metal content in ingot-grown, ribbon, and
sheet mc-Si materials from Buonassisi et al. [10].

bination of several methods has to be used to gain information of the amount, the location and
the chemical state of the iron as described in more detail in section 3.1. A short description of
EBIC/LBIC and PL will be given in sections 2.5 and 2.6, respectively.

Iron and copper dissolve and diffuse interstitially in silicon [36, 44]. At room temperature
copper is predominantly positively charged [45] in p- and n-type silicon, while interstitial iron
is dominantly neutral in n-type silicon and dominantly positive in p-type silicon [36]. The posi-
tively charged iron and copper impurities pair with shallow acceptors due to electrostatic attrac-
tion.

Important for this work is the positively charged iron which pairs with negatively charged
boron atoms. The FeB pairs can be separated by temperature above approximately 200°C [7] or
by illumination. At higher temperatures (above 830°C) the dominant species is neutral iron in
both n - and p-type silicon [36].

2.1.1 Solubility of iron in silicon

The solubility of transition metal impurities in silicon is determined by the equilibrium of the
solid solution with the silicon-richest phase of the binary Si:M phase diagram at a given tem-
perature. For iron and most other transition metals, the silicon-richest phase below the eutectic
temperature ( 1207°C for iron) is the metal disilicide MS i2 [16].

Below the eutectic temperature, the solubility in intrinsic silicon can be calculated by the
following Arrhenius law:

Ceq = CL · exp
(
∆S · T − ∆H

kT

)
(1)

with CL being the density of interstitial sites which can be occupied by the metal.
∆G = ∆S · T − ∆H is the excess Gibbs free energy of the metal impurity with the solution

entropy ∆S and the solution enthalpy ∆H. In this description only the neutral impurity and the
dominant interstitial species is considered.

Table 1 lists values for CL, ∆S , ∆H determined with NAA by Weber [46] which were used
to plot the temperature dependent solubility for iron in silicon in figure 2 in in section 2.1.2. The
figure shows the strong decrease of the solubility with decreasing temperature.
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Parameter Value Description
CL 5 · 1022cm−3 Density of interstitial sites in silicon
∆S 8.2 · k Solution entropy of Fe in precipitates/Si
∆H 2.94eV Solution Enthalpy of Fe in precipitates/Si
D0 9.5 · 10−4cm2/s Constant for diffusion coefficient D
∆Hm 0.65eV Activation energy of interstitial Fe in Si

Table 1: List of used values for the diffusion coefficient from DLTS measurements by Isobe et
al. [47] and for the solubility from NAA measurements by Weber [46].

For low temperatures between 600− 800°C Murphy and Falster [48] showed that for the cal-
culation of the solubility different values have to be used than for higher temperatures. Therefore
the values from Murphy and Falster [48] were used for temperatures below 800°C.

2.1.2 Diffusion and diffusional range of iron

In silicon iron diffuses via an interstitial mechanism [36], which is a thermally activated jump
movement [49]. It is described by the temperature dependent diffusion coefficient D:

D = D0 · exp
(
−

∆Hm

kT

)
(2)

with the temperature T , the migration barrier for an atom to jump from one stable position
in the crystal to the next ∆Hm, and the Boltzmann constant k. The prefactor D0 depends on the
species of diffusing atoms and on the host lattice. The prefactor D0 and the migration barrier
∆Hm have been determined experimentally by several authors (please see Istratov et al. [36] and
references therein) and the data is in close accordance. While it is not clear to which amount this
diffusion coefficient is dominated by the neutral and the positive species of iron, these experi-
mentally determined values are sufficient to quantitatively model the diffusion of iron in silicon.
In this work the data from Isobe et al. [47], derived from DLTS measurements, is used. The
values for D0 and ∆Hm are given in table 1 in section 2.1.1.

Figure 2 shows the diffusion coefficient and the solubility for iron in silicon according to the
data from table 1. It illustrates that the solubility decreases strongly with decreasing temperature,
while the diffusion coefficient decreases only slightly. This results in unusual high mobilities at
high supersaturation levels during cooling to room temperature, causing a high driving force for
precipitation and a strong influence of the cooling rate on the final interstitial impurity concen-
tration.

For a given temperature T and cooling rate β an estimation for the diffusional range RM,
meaning the mean distance an impurity atom travels during cooling from its initial position in a
sample, can be calculated according to Schröter et al. [50]:

RM =

√
6 · D0 · β

∫ Tm

T0

exp
(
−

∆Hm

k · T

)
dT (3)
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where T0 is the temperature to which the sample is cooled and Tm is the temperature at which
supersaturation of the metal impurity occurs in the sample.

Figure 2: Diffusion coefficient D and solubility Ceq of iron in silicon versus temperature. The
values for the calculation of D and Ceq are listed in table 1 and are taken from Schröter and
Seibt [51]. With decreasing temperature, the solubility decreases rapidly, while the diffusion
coefficient decreases only slowly. Therefore, the iron impurties are still mobile at high supersat-
uration levels, which results in high driving force for precipitation and a strong dependence of
precipitation on the cooling rate.

2.1.3 Precipitation of iron

Precipitation can occur when the impurity concentration exceeds the solubility. Iron precipitates
heterogeneously at dislocations, grain boundaries and precipitates [52, 16]. The precipitation
of iron at extended defects (grain boundaries and dislocations) will be described in section 2.3.
Several iron silicide precipitates like FeS i2, FeS i and oxygen containing precipitates [7] have
been observed. The lattice parameter for iron precipitates varies only slightly from the lattice
parameter of the silicon matrix. The role of silicon vacancies and interstitials in the precipitation
process is negligible. The low volume misfit results in low strain fields for iron precipitates.

In as-cut wafers a significant amount of the iron concentration is in form of precipitates [15, 9]
due to the slow cooling after crystallization. Liu and Macdonald [53] report that the strength of
precipitation depends on the temperature, the supersaturation ratio and the density and type of
precipitates.

While interstitial iron is observed to be more detrimental on the lifetime of the minority
carriers, the immobility of precipitated iron is a major drawback during gettering processes [54,
55]. In order to remove precipitated iron by gettering, the precipitates have to be dissolved first.
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The influence of precipitates and a contaminated grain boundary on the gettering kinetic will be
shown in section 5.1 and in section 5.2 respectively.

2.1.4 Precipitation of copper

Copper precipitates homogeneous as plate-shaped precipitates and heterogeneous at grain bound-
aries and dislocations as Cu3S i [19]. Seibt et al. [44] showed that the homogeneous precipitation
merges into heterogeneous colony growth at dislocations because the plate-shaped precipitates
are metastable and decompose via silicon self-interstitial emission into spherical precipitates due
to strain relaxation. For copper the volume expansion is estimated to 150 percent by Schröter et
al. [50]. The result are colonies of copper silicide precipitates with a planar arrangement. Due to
the even higher mobility of copper compared to iron, almost all copper is found in precipitates
after quenching, often with an inhomogeneous distribution of precipitates at grain boundaries
and dislocations [10].

2.2 Gettering
Since transition metals and especially iron are not avoidable during crystal growth and solar cell
processing, mechanisms to reduce the impurity concentrations are needed. A common method
in solar cell production is the redistribution of impurities into electrical inactive regions of the
device. This redistribution is called gettering. Another technique is to redistribute the impurities
at a few accumulation sites to reduce the diffusion length in between these accumulation sites.
The latter method will be described in more detail in section 2.3.

During gettering, impurities are dissolved, diffuse to a gettering region and are captured at the
gettering site. There are different gettering mechanisms namely relaxation gettering, segregation
gettering and injection-gettering [56]. During relaxation gettering, the impurities precipitate in
the gettering region due to a supersaturation in the bulk material. An example is gettering by
silicon oxide precipitates (internal gettering) in microelectronic devices. Injection gettering is
caused by the injection of intrinsic point defects due to diffusion processes or surface reactions.
For segregation gettering, a discontinuity of solubility between the bulk material and the gettering
region is used. The driving force is the lower chemical potential of the impurity in regions with
higher solubility. The discontinuity can be between phases (e.g. between the liquid and the
solid silicon during crystal growth), different materials (aluminum gettering), regions of different
doping levels (phosphorus diffusion gettering), or between regions of different strain, e.g. in
the vicinity of an extended defect. The advantage of segregation gettering in comparison to
relaxation gettering is that no supersaturation is needed. The two gettering techniques discussed
in this work are aluminum gettering and phosphorus diffusion gettering.

2.2.1 Aluminum gettering (AlG)

The underlying physical mechanism of aluminum gettering is segregation [57, 58, 33]. It is a
very successful process and can easily be included into the solar cell production process because
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an aluminum layer can be used to form a backside contact and a backside field (BSF). The thick-
ness of the aluminum layer for AlG is usually in the range of 2-10 µm. The gettering effect
of aluminum gettering has been investigated by many authors [13, 8, 59, 60, 55]. At elevated
temperatures above the eutectic temperature (577°C) of the binary phase diagram an Al:Si liquid
is formed with the silicon [16]. The formation happens fast, usually even during heating up to
the annealing temperature. Due to the fast establishment of the gettering layer, the efficiency of
AlG is only limited by thermodynamics, as will be shown in this work in section 5.1. This is an
advantage compared to other gettering techniques for which the gettering layer is established by
in-diffusion as it is the case for e.g. phosphorus diffusion gettering (PDG).

The solubility of metal impurities in the Al:Si liquid is at temperatures of 900-1100 ◦C by
4-5 orders of magnitude higher than the solubility in silicon [39]. This causes the segregation
effect between the silicon and the Al:Si liquid and can be described comparable simple (please
see section 4.1.2) in terms of the segregation coefficient S Al, which is defined as the ratio of the
solubility in the Al:Si liquid Ceq

Al and the solubility in the silicon bulk Ceq
S i:

S Al =
Ceq

Al

Ceq
S i

(4)

It has to be kept in mind that the segregation coefficient decreases with increasing tempera-
ture. However, the segregation effect during aluminum gettering is active even at elevated tem-
peratures [39] , which makes it possible to remove precipitated metal impurities of high concen-
tration [61]. Its temperature dependence for iron in silicon has been measured by Abdelbarey
et al. [39]. As shown in figure 3 taken from Abdelbarey et al. [39], the measured segrega-
tion S ∗Al coefficient deviates from the segregation coefficient S Al estimated from the ratio of the
metal solubilities according to the binary Al:M and Si:M phase diagram. The authors explain
this discrepancy with an increased solubility of iron in silicon in the equilibrium with the ternary
Al-doped α − FeS i2 : Al compared to the solubility with respect to the binary α − FeS i2.

For the present simulations, the experimentally determined segregation coefficient S ∗Al is
used. In this work mainly AlG is used to investigate the influence of grain boundaries on gettering
processes. The comparable simple underlying physics makes AlG a good tool in experiments and
simulations for fundamental research, even though its potential to getter metal impurities can not
fully be accessed in practical solar cell production [55], because the typical applied firing process
is too short to allow a significant amount of impurities to move to the gettering layer.
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Figure 3: Arrhenius plots of the segregation coefficient S Al determined from the ratio of the metal
solubilities according to the binary Al:M and Si:M phase diagram and of the experimentally
determined segregation coefficient S ∗Al. Symbols show data for one-step (open symbols) and
two-step (closed symbols) AlG. Dashed and solid lines are least-square fits. The figure is taken
from Abdelbarey et al. [39].

2.2.2 Phosphorus diffusion gettering (PDG)

One of the main gettering techniques used in solar cell production is phosphorus diffusion getter-
ing because phosphorus diffusion is used for emitter formation in p-type solar cells and for back
surface field formation (BSF) in n-type solar cells. The reduction of interstitial iron concentration
due to phosphorus diffusion gettering has been investigated by many authors [62, 63, 64, 55, 5].

During phosphorus diffusion, a complex interplay of many mechanisms takes place, the most
important mechanisms being segregation due to the Fermi level effect and pairing, and injection
gettering due to the injection of silicon self-interstitials during the dissociation of phosphorus-
interstitial pairs (PI). As stated in Kveder et al. [30] the diffusion of phosphorus can well be
described via phosphorus-interstitial (PI) pairs and via phosphorus-vacancy (PV) complexes.
The two diffusion mechanisms compete with each other, the kick-out mechanism for the PI pairs
being dominant at low phosphorus concentrations and the diffusion via the phosphorus-vacancy
complex being dominant at high phosphorus concentrations, i.e. the surface region of the wafer.
Injection gettering is only active for substitutional metal impurities, while it plays no role for
the interstitially diffusing 3d transition metal impurities, for which the supersaturation of silicon
self-interstitials has no effect. At high phosphorus concentrations, which exceed the solubility of
phosphorus in silicon, a gettering effect due to silicide precipitation has been observed. This is
described in more detail in Schröter et al. [50] and in Seibt and Kveder [16].
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2.3 Grain boundaries and their interaction with metal impurities
Different types of grain boundaries are found in multicrystalline silicon, mainly Σ3 twin bound-
aries, higher order twin boundaries and random boundaries including small angle grain bound-
aries [16, 65]. It has been observed that grain boundaries show a recombination activity, i.e. they
serve as recombination centers for the excess minority carriers in a solar cell [66, 67]. The recom-
bination activity of grain boundaries depends not only on the grain boundary type [67, 68], but
also on the contamination level of metal impurities [66, 67]. The latter indicates an interaction
of grain boundaries with metal impurities. However, the interplay of the recombination at the
grain boundary and the electronic properties of the impurity accumulation at the grain boundary,
which results in the electrical behavior of the grain boundary, is not well understood.

The two most discussed mechanisms for the accumulation of impurities at grain boundaries
are precipitation and segregation [16, 69, 52, 70]. Precipitation at nucleation sites in grain bound-
aries occur due to a supersaturation in the bulk material. The decreased impurity concentration
near the grain boundary cause a concentration gradient which is the driving force for impurity
diffusion towards the grain boundaries. Segregation results from a discontinuity of solubility
between the bulk material and the grain boundary. It is described in terms of a segregation co-
efficient S gb giving the ratio between the solubility in the grain boundary and the silicon matrix.
The driving force results from a lower chemical potential in regions with higher solubility. Pre-
cipitation seems to be the dominating effect for impurity accumulation because there is only little
experimental evidence for segregation as mechanism of impurity accumulation at grain bound-
aries [16, 69], while there is solid evidence for precipitation at grain boundaries as shown in this
work (please see section 3, Falkenberg et al. [43] and Falkenberg and Seibt [71] and by several
other authors [72, 73, 74]. Consistently, simulations in this work also indicate that segregation
has only minor effect and experimental results can well be modeled by using a model with only
precipitation as mechanism of impurity accumulation (please see section 5.5.

As precipitated iron is less detrimental for the solar cell efficiency than the interstitial compo-
nent, several authors [17, 15, 75, 14, 26] propose ’internal gettering’, i.e. temperature treatments
to intentionally redistribute iron (and other metal impurities) at a few accumulation sites in order
to reduce concentration in the grains. In this work, this treatments will not be called ’internal
gettering’ because the term is already used for gettering by silicon oxide precipitates in micro-
electronic devices. The optimal temperature for the intentional redistribution of impurities at
precipitation sites is, when the solubility is low while the diffusion coefficient D is still large. For
typical conditions in a multicrystalline silicon sample, optimum temperatures of 500°C − 600°C
are reported [76, 77, 75, 15].

The drawback of this method is that accumulation at grain boundaries and other accumulation
sites is reversible, i.e. subsequent high temperature treatments can cause re-contamination of the
grains, when grain boundaries and other accumulation sites serve as source for impurities.

In the following text a short review of the experimental observations about grain boundaries
as sinks an sources for impurities will be given.
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2.3.1 Grain boundaries as sinks for metal impurities

Figure 4 shows an LBIC map, measured by Krenckel [42], from an as-grown sample which indi-
cates that grain boundaries served as sinks for interstitial iron during the crystallization cooling
process.

Figure 4: LBIC map from measurements by Krenckel [42]. Low currents (dark) indicate low dif-
fusion length which are interpreted as high interstitial iron concentration, high currents (bright)
indicate high diffusion length which are interpreted as low interstitial iron concentration. Grain
boundaries can be seen as dark lines surrounded by bright regions of low interstitial iron concen-
tration called ’denuded zone’.

As will be described in the following section 2.4, low currents can be interpreted as high
interstitial iron concentration and high currents as low interstitial iron concentration, when as-
suming that the diffusion length is limited by the interstitial iron concentration.

The figure shows regions of high currents, i.e. of low interstitial iron concentrations in the
vicinity of the grain boundaries, which will be called denuded zones in the further text. These de-
nuded zones in the vicinity of grain boundaries and regions of low interstitial iron concentration
at high dislocation densities in as-grown wafers have also been observed by many other authors
[24, 40, 10, 27, 25, 68, 78] and are the result of impurity accumulation during the slow cool-
ing process after crystallization. During cooling the temperature dependent solubility Ceq of the
metal impurity in silicon decreases. At the interstitial equilibrium temperature T i

eq, at which the
solubility equals the interstitial impurity concentration in the sample, precipitates may nucleate
at the grain boundaries and other nucleation sites within the grains. In the further cooling process
the precipitates grow as long as the diffusion coefficient D is large enough for the impurities to
reach the precipitates. The cooling rate has a strong influence on the width of the denuded zones.
This is also true for all subsequent temperature treatments after crystallization [42, 35].

The figure also shows that not all grain boundaries show the same denuded zone, i.e. the
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process of accumulation differs for different grain boundaries. One possible reason for this is the
observation that different types of grain boundaries show different strength of impurity accumu-
lation. A trend of higher decoration of small angle grain boundaries is observed [10, 67].

2.3.2 Grain boundaries as sources for metal impurities

As the precipitation at grain boundaries and other precipitation sites is reversible, (subsequent)
annealing with an annealing temperature above the interstitial equilibrium temperature T i

eq, at
which the solubility exceeds the interstitial iron concentration in the sample, causes (partial) dis-
solution of the precipitates. During this process, grain boundaries serve as sources for interstitial
metal impurities and re-contaminate the grains. A typical observation is an enriched region in
the vicinity of grain boundaries. This will be illustrated by the simulations in this work in section
5.3.1.

The behavior of grain boundaries as sources can be investigated experimentally for short
annealing times with subsequent fast cooling. For sufficiently high cooling rates, there is not
enough time for precipitation and the state of the sample after the annealing is ’frozen’. The
annealing step has to be sufficiently short to avoid that an equilibrium state is established, the
diffusion process homogenizes the interstitial iron concentration [17] and the enriched zones
disappear.

Also a higher interstitial iron concentration in the vicinity of grain boundaries and regions
of high dislocation densities after gettering has been observed by several authors [24, 5, 25,
79]. Figure 5 shows an example of enriched zones in the vicinity of grain boundaries after an
extended gettering treatment. Shown are interstitial iron concentration maps calculated from PL
measurements of two neighbor wafers with similar grain structure. The figures are taken from
Liu et al. [24]. A comparison of the as-cut wafer with a neighbor wafer, which was treated
with an extended gettering process, shows that the same grain boundaries have denuded zones of
interstitial iron in the as-cut wafer while they have enriched zones after the gettering treatment.

The dissolution of precipitates during gettering is caused by an increase of the interstitial iron
concentration below the solubility. The experimental observations of re-contamination during
gettering and other temperature treatments shows that the interaction of impurities with grain
boundaries plays an important role for defect engineering and an understanding of the underlying
physics is necessary to predict the behavior during temperature treatments. Sections 5.1 and 5.2
will show that the dissolution of precipitates in the grains and at grain boundaries not only causes
re-contamination of the grains, but possibly also influences the gettering kinetics.
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(a) Wafer in the as-cut state: grain boundaries as
sinks

(b) Wafer after extended gettering treatment: grain
boundaries as sources

Figure 5: PL maps taken from Liu et al. [24] showing the interstitial iron concentration of two
neighbor wafers in the as-cut state (5(a)) and with a subsequent extended gettering treatment
(5(b)). The same grain structure is observed, however with different iron concentrations in the
vicinity of the grain boundaries: the denuded zones in the as-cut wafer appear as zones of en-
riched iron concentration in the wafer treated with an extended gettering process. The red line in
figure 5(a) indicates a line scan not shown here.

2.3.3 Memory of the sample

For annealing steps with temperatures below the interstitial equilibrium temperature T i
eq, pre-

cipitation occurs [17]. It is obvious that in this case the as-grown state (or other initial states)
have an influence on the resulting distribution of the iron concentration. This work will show
that the history of temperature treatments of a sample has also to be taken into account, if the
annealing temperature lies below the equilibrium temperature T tot

eq , at which the total iron con-
centration in the sample equals the solubility. In this case the as-grown state (or other previous
temperature treatments) of a sample is not totally dissolved during annealing and can have an
influence on the resulting interstitial iron concentration distribution, as will be shown in section
5.3.1. Consistently, an influence of the as-grown state on results of gettering experiments on
neighbor wafers has also been proposed by Liu et al. [24] and an influence of the interstitial
iron concentration on the amount accumulated at grain boundaries has been reported by Liu et
al. [80] and Haarahiltunen et al. [77].
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2.4 Minority carrier lifetime, diffusion length and apparent concentration
A common method to experimentally determine the interstitial iron concentration of a silicon
sample for photovoltaic applications is to calculate the minority carrier diffusion length from
lifetime measurements, e.g. photoluminescence imaging (PL), or from radiation induced meth-
ods, e.g. light beam induced current (LBIC). From the diffusion length, the apparent interstitial
iron concentration can be calculated, assuming that the interstitial iron concentration is the lim-
iting factor for the diffusion length.

The characteristic lifetime τ of charge carriers in the silicon crystal is the time after which
they recombine. There are several recombination mechanisms, like Shockley-Read-Hall recom-
bination, Auger recombination and radiative recombination.

The sum of the reciprocals of the lifetimes τi for all the recombination processes give the
reciprocal of the total minority carrier lifetime τtot:

1
τtot

=
∑

i

1
τi

(5)

At room temperature, the dominant recombination process for an indirect semiconductor,
like silicon (for non-degenerate, extrinsic silicon), is the Shockley-Read-Hall recombination,
which describes recombination via a defect level in the energy band gap. Extended defects (e.g.
grain boundaries) and impurity concentrations introduce recombination active deep levels into
the band gap. The recombination activity of the defect depends on the position of the deep level,
the capture cross section for electrons/holes, the conductivity type and the doping level of the
wafer, the density of excess carriers and the temperature. According to the theory of Shockley
and Read [81] the lifetime in the case of p-type extrinsic semiconductor under low-injection
conditions at room temperature and a doping concentration p < 1015cm−3 can be written as:

τS RH =
1

σn· < vn > ·Nt
(6)

with σn the capture cross section of the defects for the minority carriers (i.e. electrons for
p-type silicon), < vn > the mean thermal velocity of the minority carriers and Nt the density
of the defect. For details please refer to Blood and Orton [82]. The recombination rate of the
majority carriers depends on the excess minority carrier density, as the minority carriers limit the
recombination rate.

During their lifetime τ, the charge carriers move a characteristic diffusion length L in the
silicon crystal:

L =
√

Dnτ (7)

with the diffusion coefficient of minority carriers Dn as proportionality constant.

Assuming that the interstitial iron concentration Ci limits the diffusion length, i.e. Nt ≈ Ci,
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an apparent interstitial iron concentration can be calculated from the diffusion length:

Ca =
Dn

L2· < vn > σn
(8)

For the calculation of the apparent concentration from LBIC measurements by Krenckel [42]
in section 5.3.1, the capture cross section σn will be assumed to be the capture cross section of
FeB pairs because the illumination with the LBIC lasers with a wavelength of 850nm and 730nm
is assumed to be too weak to dissociate a significant amount of FeB pairs, as described in section
2.1. The dissociation rate Γdis can be calculated from the empirical formula determined from
experimental data by Geerligs and Macdonald [83]:

Γdis =
Klight ·G2

C2
FeB

(9)

with the empirical parameter Klight = 5 · 10−15s and the light generation rate of electrons
G which is estimated to G = 1.06 · 1020s−1 · cm−3 for the laser with a wavelength of 850nm
which is the upper limit of the two laser wavelength. The initial concentration of the FeB pairs
is approximated by the total iron concentration in the sample: CFeB = 5 · 1013cm−3. With these
values the dissociation rate is:

Γdis = 0.0224s−1 (10)

which is a negligible dissociation rate.
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2.5 Light beam induced current (LBIC) and electron beam induced cur-
rent (EBIC)

Light beam induced current (LBIC) and electron beam induced current (EBIC) are methods to
measure the recombination activity of defects in silicon. Figure 6 shows the setup for an EBIC
measurement of a p-type silicon sample. A laser or an electron beam is used to generate excess
electron-hole pairs with a generation rate g. After generation, the charge carriers diffuse to the
contacts and are separated unless they recombine before they reach the contacts. In regions of
higher recombination activity, e.g. at grain boundaries or other extended defects, less electric
current is measured. By scanning over a sample with the laser/ electron beam, an image is
achieved with different contrast.

From the current I measured with LBIC, a diffusion length can be calculated via the formula
from Donolato [84] assuming a sample with infinite thickness for which recombination at the
back surface has not to be taken into account:

I(x, y) =
CLBIC

1 + 1
α·L(x,y)

(11)

with the absorption length α and the diffusion length of the minority charge carriers L at the
position (x,y). The constant CLBIC contains experimental conditions like laser power and the con-
tact properties of the sample. If the sample is measured with two lasers of different wavelength,
the constants can be fitted by using the least square method. For details how the diffusion length
can be calculated from the LBIC currents please refer to Krenckel [42].

In order to model the LBIC current with the finite element method, the minority carrier
diffusion equation can be used to describe the density of excess minority carriers in a sample
during an LBIC measurement:

−Dn (∆n(x, y)) +
Dn

L2 n(x, y) = gn(x, y) (12)

with the diffusion coefficient for the minority carriers Dn, the diffusion length L and the laser

Figure 6: Setup for an EBIC measurement. The silicon sample with a Schottky contact on the
front side and an Ohmic contact on the backside is radiated by an electron or a laser beam. The
current is measured and displayed as image of light and dark contrasts.
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generation rate gn

It is derived from the equations of the drift-diffusion model for electrons/ holes in semi-
conductors [85] with the assumption of a stationary state during laser radiation and low-level
injection and neglecting electrical fields. This equation is used in the LBIC model described in
section 4.3.

2.6 Photoluminescence imaging (PL)
Photoluminescence imaging (PL) is a method to determine the interstitial iron concentration
via photoluminescence emission of recombining electron-hole pairs after optical excitation. In
the PL measurements by Liu et al. [35] and Liu and Macdonald [53], used for comparison
with simulations in this work, the laser used for excitation has a wavelength of 815nm [40].
The photoluminescence emission is detected with a CCD camera. The local count rates can be
converted into a local excess carrier density ∆n with a conversion factor of C1 = 1 · 1010 cm−3

count ,
determined by Macdonald et al. [40] from comparison with QSSPC (quasi-steady-state photo
conductance) measurements. From the local excess carrier density ∆n, the lifetime τ can be
calculated via:

∆n = G · τ (13)

with the laser generation rate G. If the photoluminescence emission is measured before and
after dissociation of FeB-pairs, i.e. before and after sufficiently long illumination with light, the
interstitial iron concentration can be calculated from the lifetimes:

CFei = C2 ·

(
1
τ1
−

1
τ0

)
(14)

where τ1 is the lifetime after dissociation and τ0 is the lifetime before dissociation. As de-
scribed in Macdonald et al. [40], the conversion factor C2 depends on the doping concentration
in the sample and on the capture cross sections and the energy levels of the iron and FeB states.
The authors also describe that for PL measurements possibly not all other recombination chan-
nels are eliminated by the subtraction of the two lifetimes as usually assumed for these kind of
lifetime measurements. The assumption that the other recombination channels cancel out is only
valid if 1.) both lifetime measurements have the same local value for the excess carrier density
∆n, which is usually not the case and 2.) the other recombination channels are not altered by
the process of FeB pair dissociation. However, for cases in which the lifetime is dominated by
the iron concentration, the errors arising from other recombination channels can assumed to be
small.
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3 Experimental evidence of impurity accumulation at grain
boundaries

In this section, two examples for the detection of impurity accumulation at grain boundaries are
presented after a short introduction of the methods used to detect recombination-active defects
experimentally. In this context a method is described which was developed in this work to achieve
more information about recombination-active defects with high resolution and high sensitivity.
The results which are presented in this section have been published in Falkenberg et al. [43] and
Falkenberg and Seibt [71].

3.1 Experimental methods
To improve processing schemes and material properties, a fundamental understanding of the
physical properties of recombination-active extended defects is presumed. Not only informa-
tion about the electronic structure and the spatial distribution of these defects is required, but
also good knowledge of the chemistry, atomic structure and the origin of recombination-active
extended defects.

Electronic structure and spatial distribution can be investigated by methods using radiation-
induced secondary signals like LBIC, EBIC or XBIC (x-ray-beam induced current) and it has
recently been shown that chemical information of recombination-active defects can be gathered
with synchrotron-based x-ray fluorescence (µ-XRF), especially in crystalline silicon [10]. Com-
bined with XBIC a high spatial resolution is achieved and a low minimum defect density is
needed to detect defects. However, this method is restricted to second phase defects and is insen-
sitive to light elements like carbon, oxygen, nitrogen and no information of the atomic structure
is provided.

A new approach is to use the advantages of transmission electron microscopy to obtain infor-
mation about chemical nature and atomic structure at high resolution in combination with EBIC
to localize recombination-active extended defects and FIB techniques to prepare a TEM lamella
on-site. This overcomes the disadvantage of conventional TEM lamella preparation which re-
quires a high defect density. An in situ EBIC in a dual beam FIB system guarantees the trans-
fer of the spatial coordinates from defect detection with EBIC to the subsequent TEM lamella
preparation in the FIB. Table 2 shows a comparison of the techniques to characterize extended
recombination-active defects. It summarizes which information the different techniques can pro-
vide, which resolution can be achieved and which minimum defect density is needed to detect
defects, i.e. which sensitivity they have. It shows that the combination of TEM with EBIC/FIB
preparation provides the desired information of extended recombination-active defects with high
resolution and high sensitivity. For more information on the sensitivity and the position accuracy
please refer to Falkenberg et al. [43].
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Technique Recombination Defect Atomic Chemical Spatial Sensitivity
activity distri- structure nature resolution (defects/cm3)

bution (nm)
Defect etching − + − − 500 103

LBIC + + − − 5000 103

EBIC + + − − 1000 103

µ-XRF/XBIC - + − + 10 103

TEM − - + + < 0.1 > 108

TEM/EBIC/FIB + + + + 50 103

Table 2: Comparison of different methods for the characterization of extended recombination-
active defects and the information they can provide. Also listed is the resolution that can be
achieved and the sensitivity of the method.

3.2 Sample preparation
The samples investigated in this section are multicrystalline p-type silicon samples from a near-
cap region of block-cast silicon produced in an experimental furnace at Sunicon AG, Freiberg,
Germany, for the German research cluster Solar Focus [86]. The block was intentionally contam-
inated with 20ppma copper and 2ppma iron [87], which resulted in 0.02ppma iron and 0.4ppma
copper in the near-cap region according to neutron-activation-analysis (NAA).

Schottky contacts were prepared with a standard cleaning procedure with organic solvents
(acetone and propanol), a subsequent final etching in HF : HNO3 (1:10) and a dip in diluted HF
to remove oxide layers. After keeping the samples on air for 20min an Al layer with a thickness
< 50nm was deposited in the UHV chamber.

For the localization of extended recombination-active defects a standard GATAN EBIC setup
with a low-noise Stanford SR570 current amplifier was installed in a FEI Nova NanoLab 600
dual beam Focused Ion Beam (FIB) and Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) system. The dual
beam system also contains a gas injection system for site-specific deposition of Pt with the ion or
electron beam from a Pt-organic-precursor gas and a micro manipulator to lift-out small pieces
of a sample.

The TEM lamellas are analyzed with a Philips CM200-UT-FEG at 200kV. For X-ray analysis
(EDX) the TEM is equipped with a Si:Li detector (Link ISIS system).
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3.3 TEM lamella preparation
Figure 7 shows, how a TEM lamella is prepared from a recombination-active extended defect
detected at a grain boundary in a multicrystalline silicon sample after localizing it with EBIC.
Figure 7(a) shows a high resolution EBIC image of a defect at a grain boundary with a beam
voltage of 5kV. The arrow indicates a Pt:C patch which was deposited with the ion beam to
protect the features of interest from radiation of the 30kV Ga+ ion beam during TEM lamella
preparation. Figure 7(b) shows the same region in SEM, revealing a needle labeled ’D’ which
sticks out of a groove at the surface, while the underlying recombination-active features are not
visible. Figure 7(c) shows the TEM lamella created by removing the material around it with the
FIB. The letter ’C’ labels another needle within the adjacent grain and the arrows indicate the
position of the grain boundaries. Figure 7(d) shows a SEM image of the lamella after cutting it
out, moving it to a Mo TEM grid with aid of the micro manipulator and thinning it with a 5kV
Ga ion beam. The groove, now filled with Pt:C, can be seen, as well as the needle labeled ’D’.
The arrows indicate the position of the grain boundary.
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(a) EBIC image of the defect (b) SEM image of the defect

(c) SEM image after removing material (d) SEM image of the TEM lamella

Figure 7: Illustration of a TEM lamella preparation with the FIB after localizing an extended
recombination-active defect with EBIC. Figure 7(a) shows a high resolution EBIC image at 5kV
beam voltage of a recombination-active defect at a grain boundary. Figure 7(b) shows the same
region in the SEM, revealing a groove and a needle labeled ’D’ at the surface. The rectangle
in both figures shows the Pt:C patch which was deposited with the electron beam to protect the
region of interest from ion beam radiation during TEM lamella preparation. Figure 7(c) shows a
SEM image after material was removed with the ion beam. Figure 7(d) shows a SEM image of
the TEM lamella after thinning.
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3.4 Experimental results
3.4.1 Recombination-active defect at a needle-like structure

Figure 8(a) shows a low magnification EBIC image obtained at a beam voltage of 20kV of the
multicrystalline silicon sample in which the defect in figure 7 was detected. The grain boundaries
appear as dark lines and several small recombination active defects in the grain are seen as small
dots of dark contrast - one example marked as ’N’. In addition, two large recombination active
regions, originating at the grain boundaries and spreading into the adjacent grains, are seen. The
region marked by the rectangle is the region shown in figure 7 to explain the sample preparation.
The EBIC image in figure 8(b) is an enlarged image of the rectangle and shows the recombination
active region in detail. The position of the grain boundaries is indicated by the black arrows. The
letters ’A’, ’B’, and ’C’ mark three small recombination active defects in the grains. Figure 8(c)
shows a SEM image of the same region. While some features seen in EBIC are also visible in
SEM, like the defect labeled ’C’ and the grain boundaries, the defects labeled ’A’ and ’B’ are not
visible on the surface. The SEM image shows the needle and the groove shown in figure 7(b)
before depositing the Pt:C patch. The butterfly-shaped recombination active area, which spreads
out 20µm into the adjacent grains and reveals a dot-like structure at higher magnification (please
see figure 8(d)) is not visible in SEM.
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(a) EBIC image at low magnification (b) EBIC image of the rectangle in figure 8(a)

(c) SEM image (d) EBIC image at higher magnification

Figure 8: Figure 8(a) shows a low magnification EBIC image at 20kV beam voltage of a mul-
ticrystalline silicon sample. Grain boundaries can be seen as dark lines. There are several small
recombination-active defects in the grains (e.g. labeled as ’N’) and two large recombination-
active defects at the grain boundaries. The defect marked by the rectangle is shown in figure 7 to
illustrate sample preparation. The EBIC image in figure 8(b) and the SEM image in figure 8(c)
show the region marked by the rectangle in figure 8(a). While the SEM image shows the surface
features like the groove and the needles, the EBIC image reveals the underlying recombination-
active features. The EBIC image of the extended defect at higher magnification in figure 8(d)
reveals a dot-like structure.
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Figure 9(a) shows a STEM annular dark-field image of the TEM lamella at low magnification.
The needle is pointed out by the arrow and the grain boundary is indicated by the dotted line.
The image clearly shows an extended dark contrast at the grain boundary, which has a diameter
of approximately 1µm. EDX maps of the region around the dark contrast labelled ’1’ reveal an
enhanced copper signal as shown in figure 9(b) and a reduced silicon signal as shown in figure
9(c) at the positions of the extended dark contrasts. The EDX line scans shown in figure 9(d)
were extracted at the position labeled ’1’ and ’2’ and confirm an enhanced copper signal at the
position of the dark contrast and a reduced silicon signal in comparison to the reference line scan
at position ’2’. Signals for other metal impurities like iron or nickel are not observed.

(a) STEM image (b) EDX map of copper (c) EDX map of silicon

(d) EDX spectra

Figure 9: TEM analysis of the lamella in figure 7. Figure 9(a) shows a STEM annular dark field
(ADF) image of the lamella at low magnification with the needle marked by the arrow, the grain
boundary marked by the dotted line and several larger dark contrast at the grain boundary, the
largest one located around the position ’1’. The EDX spectra extracted at the positions ’1’ and at
the reference position ’2’ show an enhanced copper signal and a decreased silicon signal at the
position ’1’. The EDX maps of copper in figure 9(b) and silicon in figure 9(c) show the region,
where the dark contrasts are located and confirm the results from the EDX spectra.
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Figure 10(a) shows a bright-field image of the two grains adjacent to the grain boundary
in figure 9(a) with an extensive network of dark lines spreading out from the copper rich dark
feature at the grain boundary. The STEM bright-field image with higher magnification of the
grain labeled ’grain 2’ in figure 10(b) shows dark dot-like contrasts with a size of 10 − 20nm
located at the dark lines. The dot-like contrasts -some examples marked by the circles - show an
enhanced copper signal in the copper EDX map of the same region in figure 10(c).

(a) TEM bright-field image

(b) STEM bright-filed image at higher magni-
fication

(c) EDX map for copper

Figure 10: The TEM bright-field image in figure 10(a) shows the grain boundary with the two
adjacent grains and a network of dark lines. The STEM image in figure 10(b) reveals small dot-
like contrasts positioned at some of the dark lines. The EDX map of copper of the same region
reveals an enhanced copper signal at the position of the small dots, as indicated by the circles.
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3.4.2 Recombination-active defect at a honeycomb-like structure

Figure 11(a) shows an EBIC image of a second sample with a grain boundary and a large re-
combination active defect of a size of 40µm, which originates at the grain boundary and spreads
out into the adjacent grains. Also, several smaller spots of high recombination activity at the
grain boundary can be seen as indicated by the black arrows. Figure 11(b) shows the extended
recombination active region at a lower beam voltage of 10kV and reveals a dot-like structure.
Figure 11(c) shows a honeycomb-like structure in the central part of the large defect and a very
strong recombination active region (marked by the white arrow) at one side of the honeycomb-
like structure. The dashed rectangle marks the Pt:C patch with the region where a TEM lamella
was cut out. Figure 11(d) shows the TEM lamella in the SEM. It reveals a groove filled with Pt:C
and a bright contrast at the position of the grain boundary (marked by the circle).

The STEM bright-field image in figure 12(a) shows the two grains adjacent to the grain
boundary. They are separated by a dark contrast at the location of the grain boundary. The
different appearance of the grains is due to different diffraction conditions in the bright-field.
The EDX maps of the same region show a reduced signal for silicon and an increased signal for
oxygen and copper at the location of the grain boundary. While the oxygen signal is distributed
evenly, the copper signal shows a dotted structure as illustrated also by the EDX line scans in
figure 12(b) which were extracted at the position indicated with the white rectangle in figure
12(a).

The weak beam dark-field image of the grain boundary and ’grain 1’ in figure 12(c) shows
bright contrasts emanating from the grain boundary region with high oxygen and copper signals.
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(a) EBIC image (b) EBIC image at higher magnification

(c) EBIC image of the marked area for TEM
lamella preparation

(d) SEM image of the TEM lamella

Figure 11: EBIC and SEM images of a second multicrystalline silicon sample with an extended
recombination-active defect located at a grain boundary. Figure 11(a) shows the large defect
and the grain boundary as a continuous line of dark contrast with several small dot-like spots of
enhanced contrast. Figure 11(b) reveals the dot-like structure of the defect at lower acceleration
voltage of 10kV. The EBIC image at higher magnification reveals a honeycomb-like structure
and a dark contrast next to it. The TEM lamella shown in figure 11(d) was extracted from the
region marked by the white rectangle in figure 11(c).
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(a) STEM image and EDX maps

(b) EDX line scans (c) Weak beam dark-field of ’grain 1’

Figure 12: Results of the TEM analysis of the lamella in figure 11(d). Figure 12(a) shows the
STEM bright-field image of the grain boundary and the two adjacent grains and the EDX maps
for silicon, oxygen and copper of the same region. The rectangle marks the position where
the EDX spectra in figure 12(b) were extracted. EDX maps and line scans reveal a decreased
silicon signal, a continuous enhanced signal of oxygen and spots of an enhanced copper signal
in the grain boundary. The x-ray counts in the EDX spectra in figure 12(b) are normalized, but
not corrected for k-factor and bremsstrahlung background. Figure 12(c) shows a weak beam
dark-field of ’grain 1’ from figure 12(a) with lines of bright contrast emanating from the grain
boundary which contains oxygen and copper.
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3.5 Discussion of the experimental results
3.5.1 Accumulation of copper at silicon nitride needles

The small dots of dark contrast in the grains and sometimes at the grain boundary -one of them
marked as ’N’ in figure 8(a) - proof to be rod-shaped needles, when looking at them in the SEM
at higher magnification. Two examples of these needles sticking out of the surface (marked ’D’
and ’C’ in figure 8(c)), while others are only visible in EBIC as can be seen when comparing the
position of the dark contrast labeled ’A’ and ’B’ in figure 8(b) with the EBIC figure of the same
region in figure 8(c). From electron diffraction it can be deduced that the needles are α − S i3N4

precipitates which are often found in the upper regions of block-cast multicrystalline silicon. Ac-
cording to Bauer et al. [20] these nitride needles are insulating and show no Ohmic shunts. The
groove around the nitride needle labeled ’D’ in figure 8(c) is an etch pit due to the etching for
contact preparation. It is shown at higher magnification in the SEM image in figure 7(b). During
TEM lamella preparation it was filled with Pt:C, as can be seen in figure 7(d). The extended dark
contrast at the grain boundary in the STEM image of the TEM lamella in figure 9(a) is a copper
precipitate and has, according to the EDX line scan in figure 9(d)) and the EDX maps in figure
9(b) and 9(c), a composition close to Cu3S i as it is expected from the phase diagram [16]. The
size of the precipitate is with 1µm extraordinary large. Usually copper precipitates are found in
colonies, where planar arranged precipitates with a size of 100nm are found [88].

Copper colonies are often surrounded by dislocations incorporating silicon self-interstitials
which are emitted during precipitate formation. The large copper precipitate found in this sample
is at the origin of an extended network of dislocations observed as dark lines in figure 10(a).
The dislocations compensate the huge misfit strain due to the volume expansion of such a large
precipitate [89], as described in section 2.1.4.

The dislocation network is decorated with small copper precipitates as can be seen by com-
parison of the STEM image in figure 10(b) and the EDX map in figure 10(c). These precipitates
promote further expansion of the dislocation network. As copper is strongly recombination ac-
tive [54], the copper precipitates at the dislocation network are most likely the origin of the
butterfly-shaped extended region of dark contrast seen in EBIC (see e.g. figure 8(b)).

3.5.2 Accumulation of copper at silicon oxides

The TEM analysis of the second sample shows that the bright contrast seen in the SEM image in
figure 11(d) and in the TEM image in figure 12(a) is a second phase consisting of a large silicon
oxide precipitate and several small copper silicide precipitates. The dark contrast in the EBIC
image in figure 11(c) is probably due to the copper silicide precipitates. The honeycomb-like
structure observed in the SEM image in figure 11 is typically observed for silicon oxide defects
after chemical etching since metal silicides usually produce a localized shallow etch pit. Similar
to the observations in the first sample, bright contrast lines are found in the weak beam dark-
field TEM image of the grain 1 in figure 12(c). With the results from the first sample, this hints
to a dislocation network decorated with small copper silicide precipitates as the origin of the
extended dark contrast seen in the EBIC (see e.g. figure 11(b)).
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3.6 Conclusion
The observations give evidence for the accumulation of metal impurities (here: copper) at grain
boundaries and show that copper-rich precipitates are found at silicon oxide and silicon nitrides
which are located at grain boundaries. The oxygen precipitates covered with copper indicate that
smaller oxygen precipitates at grain boundaries also serve as nucleation sites for metal impurities.
Even though metal traces are also found at isolated needles by x-ray fluorescence [90], it can be
concluded that nitrides at grain boundaries trigger stronger copper precipitation than nitrides in
the grains. From the precipitates at the grain boundary, large recombination active regions with a
size of up to several tens of microns spread into the adjacent grains. These recombination active
regions are due to large dislocation networks, which form due to the strain during precipitation
and are decorated with small copper precipitates. This indicates that grain boundaries are not
sufficient to compensate the misfit strain due to precipitation.
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4 Model description
This section describes the two dimensional model created to simulate the behavior of metal
impurities in silicon on wafer-scale for the example of iron. In order to describe diffusion, pre-
cipitation, segregation and gettering of a metal impurity, a system of coupled partial differential
equations (PDEs) has to be solved. The partial differential equations for the different species of
the metal impurity are diffusion equations, which are coupled throughout the sink and source
terms. Comsol Multiphysics is used to solve the PDEs via the finite element method (FEM).
This PDE solver environment was chosen due to its comfortable user interface, its large choice
of PDE solver and solver options and a well established support. We chose to use a two dimen-
sional model to be able to model diffusion and gettering in presence of two dimensional defects
like grain boundaries, which cannot be modeled sufficiently with a one dimensional model on the
one hand and reduce calculation time in comparison to a three dimensional model on the other
hand.

The output of the comsol gettering model is the spatial and temporal evolution of the con-
centrations of the different species of the metal impurity, namely the interstitial metal impurity
concentration in the silicon, the gettered metal impurity concentration and the precipitated and
segregated metal impurity concentration at the grain boundary as well as the precipitated metal
impurity concentration in the grains. The details of the model will be described in the following
section 4.1 and technical details of the implementation will be described in section 4.2.

The interstitial iron concentration can be converted into a diffusion length via the Shockley-
Read-Hall equation as described in section 2.4 and with aid of an LBIC model developed by
Nitzbon [91], the recombination effect of a grain boundary on the LBIC current and/ or the diffu-
sion length can be modeled. Details about the implementation of the LBIC model are described
in section 4.3.

Figure 13(a) shows the geometry of a silicon wafer with one grain boundary. The sample
thickness equals the wafer thickness, which typically is between 180µm and 330µm. The grain
size of multicrystalline silicon ranges from several cm to the mm range. The model is set up to
have a grain boundary perpendicular to the gettering layer on the backside. In-diffusion possibly
takes place from the top.

In the model described below only the x-y-plane is modeled and symmetry along the z-axis
is assumed. The figure 13(b) shows the two dimensional model geometry and numerates the
boundaries used in the description of the equations in sections 4.2.1 to 4.2.5.
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(a) Three dimensional sample geometry (b) Two dimensional model geometry

Figure 13: Typical simplified sample geometry and the corresponding two dimensional model
geometry.

4.1 Physical description of the model
The two dimensional model developed in this work is based on the one dimensional model de-
scribed in Kveder et al. [30] and Seibt et al. [33]. It was extended to include segregation and
precipitation as mechanisms of impurity accumulation at a grain boundary. The following sec-
tions describe the different mechanisms which are considered: diffusion of metal impurities in
the silicon bulk, aluminum gettering (AlG), precipitation in the grain and at the grain boundary
and segregation at the grain boundary. Since the focus of the simulations in this model is on iron
as metal impurity, this description is confined to this interstitially diffusing metal impurity, and
does not include mechanisms that have to be taken into account for predominantly substitutional
dissolved impurities such as gold, even though the corresponding mechanisms are included in
the one dimensional model.

4.1.1 Diffusion of metal impurities in the silicon bulk

For the diffusion of a metal impurity in intrinsic silicon by an interstitial mechanism (as it is the
case for iron), the diffusion equation is simply given by Fick‘s second law:

∂CS i

∂t
− D

(
∂2CS i

∂x2 +
∂2CS i

∂y2

)
= 0 (15)

In the equation, CS i is the concentration of the interstitial metal impurity in silicon and D is
the diffusion coefficient of the interstitial metal impurity in silicon. This notation was chosen
because not only the concentration of the metal impurity in silicon, but also the concentration of
the metal impurity in the Al:Si liquid and in the grain boundary are calculated in the simulations.
Please see section 4.1.7 for the parameters used for the diffusion coefficient of iron. To include
precipitation in the grain, a sink and source term has to be added on the right hand side of
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the equation, as described in section 4.1.3, while AlG and accumulation at the grain boundary
are included via boundary conditions. The two dimensional model also includes the following
boundary condition for in-diffusion of iron from an infinite source from the front side of the
sample:

CS i = Ceq = CL · exp
(
∆S · T − ∆H

kT

)
(16)

with the temperature dependent solubility of the metal impurity in silicon Ceq as described
in section 2.1.1. (For the parameters used for iron the solubility of iron in silicon please refer to
section 4.1.7.)

4.1.2 Aluminum gettering (AlG)

As described in section 2.2, aluminum gettering is a segregation mechanism, in which the metal
impurities are redistributed to an Al:Si liquid. The Al:Si liquid forms during annealing from
the deposited aluminum back surface contact. AlG can simply be implemented by a boundary
condition for the flux FAl of the interstitial metal impurities, which is [92, 93]:

FAl =
D
λ

(
CS i −CAl ·

1
S ∗Al

)
(17)

with the concentration of the interstitial metal impurity CS i in silicon, the gettered metal im-
purity in the Al:Si liquid CAl, the atomic jump distance between silicon and the Al:Si liquid λ
and the diffusion coefficient of the interstitial impurity in silicon D. S ∗Al is the segregation coeffi-
cient for the metal impurity atoms between the silicon bulk and the Al:Si liquid. As described in
section 4.1.2, in this model the experimentally determined segregation coefficient of iron:

S ∗Al = a · exp
(

b
k · T

)
(18)

measured by Abdelbarey et al. [39] is used. The values for a, b, λ and D used for iron are
given in section 4.1.7. In order to calculate the metal impurity concentration in the Al:Si liquid
for each time step, the flux is integrated over time and divided by the thickness of the Al:Si liquid
in the one dimensional model. In the two dimensional model, the following one dimensional PDE
is implemented on the boundary in order to consider diffusion into the x-direction:

∂CAl

∂t
−

(
DAl

∂2CAl

∂x2

)
=

D
λ
·

(
CS i −

1
S ∗Al

·
CAl

yAl

)
(19)

with the thickness of the aluminum layer yAl. The concentration of the metal impurity in the
Al:Si liquid CAl in the two dimensional model is given by the integral of the three dimensional
concentration of the metal impurity in the Al:Si liquid C3d

Al :

CAl(x) =

∫ yAl

0
C3d

Al (x, y)dy (20)
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and has the unit cm−2.
In both approaches, for the one and the two dimensional model, it is assumed that the diffu-

sion in the Al:Si liquid is very fast and therefore the concentration is uniformly distributed.

4.1.3 Precipitation in the grain

In order to take precipitation of the interstitial metal impurities to pre-existing precipitation sites
(heterogeneous precipitation due to dislocations, point defects and other impurity atoms e.g. oxy-
gen as described in section 2.1) into account, the time-dependent concentration of precipitated
metal impurities Cp has to be calculated and a sink and source term Fp = −

∂Cp

∂t has to be added
to the right hand side of the diffusion equation of the interstitial metal impurities (see equation
15).

The concentration of precipitated metal impurities Cp is calculated in the model via a mean-
field approximation (see e.g. Balluffi et al. [94]) and by averaging over the size-distribution
function of the precipitates:

∂Cp

∂t
= τp · (CS i −Ceq) (21)

with the time constant τp and the solubility of the impurity in silicon Ceq with the assumption
of the equilibrium with an infinitively large precipitate.

For spherical precipitates and a diffusion-limited precipitation, the time constant τp is given
by:

τp = 4π · D · rp · Np (22)

with the diffusion coefficient of the interstitial impurity in silicon D, the effective precipitate
density Np and the precipitate radius rp. (For the derivation of the formula for the time constant
τp, please refer to e.g. Flynn [95] chapter 10.) Equation 21, with the time constant as given
in equation 22, is known in literature as Ham’s law [32, 29, 96]. In the model the precipitation
sites are assumed to be distributed evenly and all precipitates have an average radius, i.e. a
mono-disperse size-distribution is used and Ostwald ripening of the precipitates is not taken
into account. Diffusion-limited precipitation is valid for large precipitate radii, while for small
precipitate radii precipitation becomes reaction-limited due to a significant contribution from
surface energy change (due to incorporation of impurity atoms into the precipitate) and reaction
energy to the chemical potential of the impurity atoms. To take these contributions into account
the equations 21 and 22 are modified to:

∂Cp

∂t
= τ∗p · (CS i · Ps −Ceq) (23)

and

τ∗p = 4π · D · r2
p · Np ·

Prb

λ2 + rpPrbPs
(24)
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with the diffusion jump length λ2 for an iron atom regarding the silicon bulk and a precipitate,
the contribution of the surface energy to the chemical potential of the impurity atoms Ps and the
probability Prb for an atom to overcome the reaction energy barrier to join the precipitate.

The contribution Ps from the surface energy Es is given by:

Ps = exp
(
−Es

kT

)
(25)

The contribution of the surface energy Es to the chemical potential according to the Gibbs-
Thomson equation is (see e.g. Gottstein [49]:

Es =
2 ·Ω · σ

rp
(26)

with the volume of metal atoms in the precipitate phase Ω and the specific surface energy
change per surface σ.

The probability Prb to overcome the reaction barrier Erb is:

Prb = exp
(
−Erb

kT

)
(27)

For the values used in the model for iron as metal impurity please refer to section 4.1.7. If
Erb and Es are small, the limiting factor is the diffusion in the vicinity of the precipitate and
equation 39 reduces to the diffusion-limited equations 21 and 22. A change in strain energy with
precipitate size is not included in the model.

The precipitate radius rp is calculated from the density of precipitates Np and the concentra-
tion of precipitated metal impurity atoms Cp:

rp =

(
3

4π
Cp

CLNp

)1/3

(28)

with the approximation that the concentration of metal impurities in the precipitates is equal
to the concentration of lattice sites CL.

4.1.4 Precipitation at the grain boundary

Precipitation at the grain boundary is modeled as plane with a precipitate density usually exceed-
ing the precipitate density in the grains. The calculation for the time dependent concentration of
precipitated metal impurities at the grain boundary is implemented in analogy to precipitation in
the grains, with the difference that the concentration of precipitated metal at the grain boundary
Cgb is calculated by a one-dimensional PDE, which is defined on the grain boundary plane:

Cgb(x) =

∫ xgb

0
C3d

gb(x, y)dx (29)

with the thickness of the grain boundary xgb. The concentration of precipitated metal at the
grain boundary Cgb has therefore the unit cm−2. It follows that the precipitate density at the grain
boundary Ngb is also two-dimensional and the time constant τgb has the unit m

s .
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The flux towards the precipitates at the grain boundary is, in contrast to the grain precipita-
tion, not a sink and source term that has to be added to the diffusion equation 15, but is imple-
mented as a boundary condition at the interface of the grain boundary plane and the silicon.

While the reaction barrier for precipitation at the grain boundary is set to the same value as
for grain precipitation, the surface energy is set to zero.

4.1.5 Segregation at the grain boundary

Segregation at the grain boundary is modeled as plane with higher solubility than the solubility
for the metal impurity in the silicon. The sink and source term is implemented in analogy to
segregation of the metal impurities due to aluminum gettering as described in section 4.1.2 with
a different segregation coefficient, defining the ratio between the solubility in the silicon and at
the grain boundary:

S gb =
Ceq

gb

Ceq
S i

= a · exp
(

b
k · T

)
(30)

and the thickness yAl of the Al:Si liquid substituted by the thickness of the grain boundary
xgb, giving the time evolution of concentration segregated at the grain boundary:

∂Cgb

∂t
=

D
λ2
·

(
CS i −

1
S gb
·

Cgb

xGB

)
(31)

with the atomic jump distance λ2 between silicon and the precipitates. The flux towards the
grain boundary is Fgb = −

∂Cgb

∂t and is implemented as boundary condition at the interface between
grain boundary plane and the silicon.
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4.1.6 Restrictions of the model

As consequence of the assumptions made in this model, the following restrictions for the appli-
cation of the simulations occur:

1. The mean-field approximation is only valid if the mean distance between the precipitates
d is smaller than the characteristic length scale l of the concentration profiles of interest:

l >> d =
(

1
Np

) 1
3

2. The quasi-steady state, i.e the flux conservation approximation is only valid if the simula-
tion time tsim is longer than the transition time until the quasi-steady state has established.

3. The model is only valid for thin Al:Si liquid thicknesses, as it is assumed that the metal
impurity in the Al:Si liquid is distributed uniformly.

4. It is controversial, which value for the thickness of the grain boundary has to be used. This
influences the simulations with segregation at the grain boundary. It does not influence the
simulations for precipitation at the grain boundary since the two-dimensional precipitate
density at the grain boundary is a fitting parameter.

In this work a thickness of 10Å is used, which is suggested from molecular dynamics
simulations of the interaction of grain boundaries with intrinsic point defects and carbon
in silicon by Käshammer and Sinno [97].

5. The segregation coefficient of grain boundaries are not known. Therefore, quantitative
simulations for segregation at a grain boundary are not possible. This will be subject of
section 5.5.
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4.1.7 Used parameters

The following table 3 lists the parameters needed for the model, the values used for iron in this
work with references and a short description of the parameters.

The values for the initial concentrations CS i, CAl, Cp and Cgb depend on the simulations. Often
a total concentration is known from e.g. NAA measurements. The amount precipitated can then
be calculated using the solubility assuming an equilibrium state at the initial temperature. The
concentration in CAl is usually assumed to be zero. The ratio of concentration precipitated at
the grain boundary and in the grain is usually unknown and can only be derived from preceding
simulations. The precipitate densities in the grain Np and at the grain boundary Ngb are usually
derived by fitting the simulations to experimental data. No reliable data exists for the segregation
coefficient for iron regarding the silicon matrix and the grain boundary S gb. Most likely it is
not a single value for all grain boundaries, but varies with grain boundary type and possibly
with contamination level of the grain boundary. For the thickness of the grain boundary a value
proposed as result of molecular dynamics simulations of the interaction of grain boundaries with
intrinsic point defects and carbon in silicon by Käshammer and Sinno [97] is used.
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Parameter Value Description Reference
D D0 · exp(−Hm/(kT )) Diffusion coefficient of Fe in Si [51]
D0 9.5 · 10−4cm2/s Prefactor for diffusion coefficient D [51, 47]
∆Hm 0.65eV Migration enthalpy of Fe in Si [51, 47]
Ceq CL · exp ((T · ∆S − ∆H)/(kT )) Solubility of Fe in Si [51]
CL 5 · 1022cm−3 Density of interstitial sites in Si [51]
∆S 8.2 · k Solution entropy of Fe in Si [51, 46]
∆H 2.94eV Solution Enthalpy of Fe in Si [51, 46]
λ 0.543nm Atomic jump distance of Fe from Si to Al:Si

liquid
S ∗Al a · exp (b/(kT )) Segregation coefficient of Fe regarding Si and

Al:Si liquid
[39]

a 1.87 Prefactor of the segregation coefficient S ∗Al [39]
b 1.29eV Exponential factor of the segregation coeffi-

cient
[39]

DAl D0,Al · exp(−Hm
Al/(RT )) Diffusion coefficient of Fe in Al [98]

D0,Al 2.34 · 107m2/s Prefactor for diffusion coefficient DAl [98]
∆Hm

Al 35kJ/mol Migration enthalpy of Fe in Al [98]
λ2 0.543nm Atomic jump distance of interstitial iron from

Si into precipitate
Es (2 · σΩ)/rp Contribution from surface energy of precipi-

tates
σ 7.5ev/cm2 Specific surface energy change per surface
Ω 2 · 1.85 · 10−23cm3 Volume of atoms in the precipitate phase
Erb 0.3eV Reaction barrier for precipitation
Np fitting parameter Precipitate density in the grain
Ngb fitting parameter Precipitate density at the grain boundary
S gb fitting parameter Segregation coefficient for Fe regarding Si

matrix and grain boundary
xgb 10Å Thickness of grain boundary [97]

Table 3: List of parameters with the values used in the simulation model for iron as metal impu-
rity.
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4.2 Technical description of the model
In this section the PDEs are listed with their corresponding boundary conditions as they are
implemented in Comsol.

4.2.1 PDE for interstitial metal impurities

The two dimensional PDE for the diffusion of the interstitial component of the metal impurity in
silicon is:

∂CS i

∂t
− ∇ · (D∇CS i) = −τ∗p·

(
CS i · Ps −Ceq

)
(32)

The term on the right hand side of the equation describes the source and sink term due to
precipitation of the metal impurity in the grain of the sample explained in detail in section 4.1.3.

The boundary conditions for boundaries 2 and 4 (see figure 13(b)) for the interstitial compo-
nent are zero flux conditions:

−
−→n · (−D∇CS i) = 0 (33)

where −→n describes the normal vector perpendicular to the boundary plane. On boundary 3 on
the top, Dirichlet condition describe in-diffusion of the metal impurity from an infinite source:

CS i = Ceq (34)

On boundary 1 flux/source boundary conditions (=Robin boundary condition) describe the
metal impurity flux into the Al:Si liquid due to gettering. This boundary condition is described
in detail in section 4.1.2:

−
−→n · (−D∇CS i) =

D
λ
·

(
1

S ∗Al

·
CAl

yAl
−CS i

)
(35)

Boundary 5 is an additional boundary within the domain representing the grain boundary.
Depending on the mechanism for accumulation of the metal impurity at the grain boundary,
there are two different boundary conditions implemented which can be used separately or in
combination. For precipitation of metal impurities at the grain boundary, the following Robin
boundary condition is implemented:

−
−→n · (−D∇CS i) = −τ∗gb ·

(
CS i · Ps −Ceq

)
(36)

The boundary condition for segregation of metal impurities is:

−
−→n · (−D∇CS i) =

D
λ2
·

(
1

S gb
·

Cgb

xGB
−CS i

)
(37)

Both equations are described in detail in section 4.1.4 and 4.1.5.
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4.2.2 PDE for metal impurities in the Al:Si liquid

Aluminum gettering, which is described in section 4.1.2, is implemented as one dimensional
boundary condition for the concentration of interstitial metal impurities CS i (see equation 35 in
section 4.2.1) and as one dimensional PDE defined on boundary 1 (see figure 13(b)) to calculate
the time evolution of the metal impurity concentration in the Al:Si liquid. The one dimensional
approach is used to avoid meshing problems due to the different length scales of the sample
thickness and the Al:Si liquid thickness. The diffusion into y-direction is assumed to be instan-
taneously, since the diffusion coefficient of the metal impurity in the Al:Si liquid is very high
compared to the diffusion coefficient of the metal impurity in silicon and the thickness of the
Al:Si liquid is small. The equation for the metal impurity concentration in the Al:Si liquid CAl

is:

∂CAl

∂t
− ∇ · (DAl∇CAl) =

D
λ
·

(
CS i −

1
S ∗Al

·
CAl

yAl

)
(38)

4.2.3 PDE for precipitation in the grains

The equation for the time evolution of the concentration of the precipitated metal impurities Cp

in the grain is:

∂Cp

∂t
= τ∗p·

(
CS i · Ps −Ceq

)
(39)

with τ∗p according to equation 24 in section 4.1.3.
The contribution from the surface energy to the chemical potential Es to calculate Ps is:

Es =
2σΩ · rmin ·

√
2√

r2
min + r2

p

=
Es0 · rmin ·

√
2√

r2
min + r2

p

(40)

where rmin is the minimal radius allowed for the precipitates. This parameter has to be used
to avoid singularities during modeling.

The boundary conditions for the concentration of precipitated impurities for all boundaries
1-5 (see figure 13(b)) have to be set to zero flux conditions:

−
−→n ·

(
−D∇Cp

)
= 0 (41)

4.2.4 PDE for precipitation at the grain boundary

The time evolution of the concentration of metal impurities precipitated at the grain boundary
Cgb, as described in detail in section 4.1.4, is a one-dimensional equation defined on boundary 5:

∂Cgb

∂t
= τ∗gb ·

(
CS i · Ps −Ceq

)
(42)
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Please note that the concentration Cgb has the unit cm−2. In analogy to grain precipitation in
section 4.2.3, τ∗gb is the time constant given by:

τ∗gb =
4πD Ngb

λ2
r2

gbPrb

1 +
rgb

λ2
PrbPs

(43)

[τ∗gb] =
m
s

(44)

The radius of precipitates at the grain boundary rgb is calculated in analogy to section 4.1.3
from the density of precipitates at the grain boundary Ngb and the concentration of metal impurity
atoms precipitated at the grain boundary Cgb:

rgb =

(
3

4π
Cgb

CLNgb

)1/3

(45)

4.2.5 PDE for segregation at the grain boundary

The PDE for the time evolution of segregated metal impurities at the grain boundary, as described
in section 4.1.5, is given by:

∂Cgb

∂t
=

D
λ2
·

(
CS i −

1
S gb
·

Cgb

xGB

)
(46)

4.2.6 Geometry and mesh

Some problems occur, when it comes to meshing the present geometry into elements (triangles
or rectangles) for applying the finite element method (FEM). In order to make sure that the FEM
approximates the solution accurately, the elements of the mesh have to be equilateral or at least
nearly equilateral. At the same time, it is necessary to keep the number of elements as small as
possible to keep computation time small. It follows that the ratio of the sides, i.e. the width and
thickness of the sample has to be ≈ 1. However, this is not the case for the present geometry with
width in centimeter range and thickness in millimeter or even micrometer range. The solution to
avoid unequal geometry chosen here is to non-dimensionalize the PDEs with respect to the spatial
variables and thus apply the finite element method to a non-dimensionalized set of equations
with anisotropic diffusion coefficients. The anisotropic diffusion coefficient for interstitial iron
in silicon is then:

D∗ =

 D
L2

y
0

0 D
L2

x

 (47)

and the anisotropic diffusion coefficient for interstitial iron in aluminum is:

D∗Al =

DAl
L2

y
0

0 DAl
L2

x

 (48)
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where Ly and Lx are the scaling parameters for the geometric variables in x- and y-direction
respectively. Usually they are chosen so that Ly equals the thickness and Lx equals the width/

grain size of the sample.
The original equations which contain a spatial variable are the PDE for iron diffusion in

silicon (equation 32) with its zero flux boundary conditions (equation 33), the PDE and the
boundary conditions for aluminum gettering (equation 35, 38) and the boundary conditions for
grain boundary precipitation and segregation (equation 36, 37). These equations transform into
the following scaled equations:

The PDE for the metal impurity diffusion in silicon in equation 32 changes to

∂CS i

∂t
− ∇∗ · (D∗∇∗CS i) = −τ∗p· (CS i · Ps −Ceq) (49)

the zero flux boundary conditions in equation 33 become:

−
−→n ∗ · (−D∗∇∗CS i) = 0 (50)

the PDE for iron in the aluminum gettering layer in equation 38 becomes:

∂CAl

∂t
− ∇∗ ·

(
D∗Al∇

∗CAl
)

=
D
λ
·

(
CS i −

1
S ∗Al

·
CAl

yAl

)
(51)

the boundary conditions for aluminum gettering in equation 35 transform to:

−
−→n ∗ · (−D∗∇∗CS i) =

1
Ly
·

D
λ
·

(
1

S ∗Al

·
CAl

yAl
−CS i

)
(52)

and the boundary conditions for grain boundary precipitation (equation 36) and segregation
(equation 37) become:

−
−→n ∗· (−D∗∇∗CS i) = −

1
Lx
τ∗gb ·

(
CS i · Ps −Ceq

)
(53)

−
−→n ∗ · (−D∗∇∗CS i) =

1
Lx

D
λ2
·

(
1

S gb
·

CAl

yAl
−CS i

)
(54)

with

∇∗ =

[
∂
∂x∗
∂
∂y∗

]
(55)

and −→n ∗ the scaled normal vector of the boundary.
The other equations do not contain a spatial variable and therefore do not need to be non-

dimensionalized. Other special settings concerning the mesh e.g. mesh refinements for regions
of high gradients like in the vicinity of the grain boundary or near the iron in-diffusion boundary
are described in the appendix in section 7.
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4.3 Calculation of diffusion length and apparent concentration
For the comparison with experimental LBIC measurements, the minority carrier lifetime is cal-
culated from the interstitial iron concentration via the Shockley-Read-Hall electron-hole recom-
bination at deep level defects in silicon as described in section 2.4. In order to account for the
recombination activity coming from the grain boundary, a model simulating the LBIC current/
the diffusion length contribution from a grain boundary when illuminated with a light beam was
developed by Nitzbon [91]. Figure 14 shows the geometry of this model and enumerates the
boundaries described in the following text.

Figure 14: Two dimensional model geometry for the LBIC model.

The input for the model is the calculated diffusion length from the modeled interstitial iron
concentration, a recombination velocity of the grain boundary and the properties of the laser
beam such as absorption coefficient and beam width. For the values used for the different param-
eters, please see table 4. For the minority carrier concentration n, the minority carrier diffusion
equation given in section 2.5 is implemented as two dimensional equation:

−Dn

(
∂2n(x, y)
∂x2 +

∂2n(x, y)
∂y2

)
+

Dn

L2 n(x, y) = gn(x, y) (56)

with the diffusion coefficient for the minority carriers Dn, the diffusion length L and the laser
generation rate:

gn(x, y) =

√
πbαΦ0

l0
· exp

(
−

(x − x0)2

b2

)
· exp (−αy) (57)

Φ0 is the photon flux of the transmitted laser beam through the silicon surface, b the beam
width, α the absorption coefficient of the laser and l0 a unit length, which enters the equation
when reducing it to two dimensions (please refer to Nitzbon [91] for more details).

The Ohmic contact at the bottom (please see boundary 1 in figure 14 and figure 6 in section
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2.5 for comparison) is described by zero flux conditions (Neumann boundary conditions):

−
−→n · (−De∇n(x, y)) = 0 (58)

The Schottky contact on the top (boundary 3 in figure 14) is described by Dirichlet boundary
conditions:

n(x, y) = 0 (59)

and the recombination at the grain boundary (boundary 5 in figure 14) is described by Robin
boundary conditions:

−
−→n · De∇n(x, y) = S e f f · n(x, y) (60)

with the effective recombination velocity at the grain boundary S e f f .
For the boundaries 2 and 4 on the sample sides, zero flux conditions are implemented.
The LBIC current ILBIC can be calculated from the minority carrier concentration via integra-

tion over boundary 3:

ILBIC = De · e · l0

∫ xS i

−xS i

∂n
∂y

∣∣∣∣∣
y=0

dx (61)

with the sample starting at −xS i and ending at xS i and the elementary charge of electrons e.
From the LBIC current, the diffusion length L can be calculated via:

L =
1

α ·
(
πb2eΦ0
ILBIC

− 1
) (62)

For more details on the implementation of the LBIC model please refer to Nitzbon [91]. The
table 4 below lists the parameters used in this work:

Parameter Value Description Reference
< vn > 1.7 · 107cm/s Mean thermal velocity of minority carriers [7]
σn 3 · 10−14cm2 Capture cross section of the FeB defects for electrons [99]
Dn 33.5cm2/s Diffusion coefficient of minority carriers at room temperature [7]
kL 1.5 · 1013µs/cm3 Conversion factor for diffusion length [7]
Troom 25°C Temperature during measurement (room temperature)
α 380cm−1 Absorption coefficient of the laser
b 10µm Radius of the laser beam
λL 850nm Laser wavelength
P 5 · 10−6W Laser power
Φ0 P/(Ephot · π · b2) Photon flux with photon energy Ephot

Table 4: List of parameters for the LBIC model with the used values, references and a description.
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5 Simulation studies on impurity accumulation at grain bound-
aries

5.1 Comparison of phosphorus diffusion gettering and aluminum getter-
ing in a one dimensional Model

As described in section 2.2, gettering techniques are used to reduce metal impurity concentra-
tions in solar cells to improve their efficiency. Quantitative simulations are important for further
optimization of the gettering techniques. In this section the efficiency and kinetics of two differ-
ent gettering techniques - phosphorus diffusion gettering (PDG) and aluminum gettering (AlG)
- are compared for the example of iron as metal impurity at different gettering temperatures in a
one dimensional model. For the details of the model please refer to section 4.1 of this work and
references within. Since both, efficiency and kinetics, are influenced by metal impurity precip-
itates, the metal precipitate density is varied between Np = 0cm

-3, 108cm−3 and 1010cm−3. The
initial metal impurity concentration is chosen to be 1014cm−3. The sample thickness is 300µm.
The simulations are performed for high and low gettering temperature regimes. The regimes
are separated by the equilibrium temperature T tot

eq , which describes the temperature for which
the solubility of the metal impurity corresponds to the total impurity concentration. For an iron
concentration of 1014cm−3, the equilibrium concentration is T tot

eq ≈ 940◦C. For AlG the experi-
mentally determined segregation coefficient [39] is used. If not mentioned otherwise, the Al:Si
gettering layer thickness is 1µm.

The graphs in figure 15 and 16 show depth profiles for the concentration of interstitial, pre-
cipitated and gettered metal atoms for different times after the onset of the aluminum and phos-
phorus diffusion gettering for a precipitate density of Np = 108cm−3. The figure 16 is taken from
a previous study performed by Seibt et al. [54].

The graphs on the top of figure 15 and 16 show the concentration profiles at the onset of the
gettering at low gettering temperature (figures 15(a) and 16(a)) and at high gettering temperature
(figures 15(b) and 16(b)) while the graphs on the bottom show the concentration profiles at
later times after the onset of gettering at low (figures 15(c) and 16(c)) and high (figures 15(d)
and 16(d)) gettering temperature. Please note that the aluminum gettering layer starts at x = 0
outside of the silicon sample.

The figures illustrate that at low gettering temperatures AlG and PDG show similar concen-
tration profiles: the precipitates dissolve slowly because the concentration of the interstitial metal
lies above the solubility. After onset of gettering, the interstitial metal concentration is decreased
and precipitates dissolve up to the solubility limit - under the assumption that the chemical po-
tential of precipitates is indepdent of precipitate size, i.e. no contributions from surface and
strain energy are taken into account in this simulations (see section 4.1 for details). The pre-
cipitates serve as source for new interstitial metal impurities. As long as there are precipitates
present in the sample the interstitial metal concentration can not decrease below the solubility
concentration. Only when all precipitates are dissolved the concentration can decrease to a level
determined by the segregation coefficient.
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(a) AlG at the onset for low temperature (b) AlG at the onset for high temperature

(c) AlG at later times for low temperature (d) AlG at later times for high temperature

Figure 15: Concentration depth profiles for the interstitial, the precipitated and gettered impurity
concentration during AlG for low gettering temperature (15(a), 15(c)) and high gettering tem-
perature (15(b), 15(d)). On top, the profiles only few seconds after the onset of the gettering are
presented, while on the bottom the concentration profiles after some time after the onset of the
AlG are shown. It can be seen that for high temperature the precipitates dissolve immediately and
the concentration of interstitial impurity concentration decreases fast, while for low temperature
the precipitates dissolve only slowly and the interstitial impurity concentration can not decrease
as fast as for high temperature.
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(a) PDG at the onset for low temperature (b) PDG at the onset for high temperature

(c) PDG at later times for low temperature (d) PDG at later times for high temperature

Figure 16: This figure is taken from Seibt et al. [54] to compare PDG with AlG in figure 15.
It shows the concentration depth profiles for the interstitial, the precipitated and gettered impu-
rity concentration and the phosphorus concentration during PDG for low gettering temperature
(16(a), 16(c)) and high gettering temperature (16(b), 16(d)). On the top, the profiles only few
seconds after the onset of the PDG are presented, while on the bottom the concentration profiles
after some time after the onset of the PDG are shown. It can be seen that the precipitates dissolve
faster and the interstitial impurity concentration decreases faster for high gettering temperature.
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For high gettering temperatures (see figures 15(b), 15(d) and 16(b), 16(d)) the precipitates can
dissolve almost instantaneously after the onset of gettering and the interstitial metal concentration
sinks below the solubility level.

In order to illustrate the differences of PDG and AlG, it is determined which gettering time
tg is necessary to decrease the concentration of the metal impurity in a Si-wafer from the initial
concentration of 1014cm−3 to a target concentration of 1012cm−3. Figure 17 shows the gettering
time tg versus gettering temperature TG for AlG in figure 17(a) and PDG in figure 17(b). The
different curves show the results for three different precipitate densities. The triangles with a
density of Np = 108cm−3 correspond to the concentration depth profiles in figures 15 and 16.

(a) Gettering time for AlG (b) Gettering time for PDG

Figure 17: Gettering time tg, which is needed to decrease the concentration of interstitial im-
purities from an initial concentration of 1014cm−3 to a target concentration of 1012cm−3, ver-
sus gettering temperature for AlG and PDG. The figure 17(b) for PDG is taken from Seibt et
al. [54]. Shown are three different precipitate densities of Np = 0cm−3, Np = 108cm−3 and
Np = 1010cm−3. For PDG the gettering time decreases with increasing temperature for TG < T tot

eq ,
while for TG > T tot

eq the gettering time increases with increasing temperature. This stands in con-
trast to AlG, for which the gettering time further decreases with increasing temperature in the
temperature regime TG > T tot

eq .

For the low temperature regime, i.e. a gettering temperature below the equilibrium tempera-
ture TG < T tot

eq , the gettering time tg decreases with increasing gettering temperature TG for both,
PDG and AlG, and the density of precipitates influences the gettering time significantly.

Kinetics in this regime are limited by the dissolution of metal impurity precipitates, which
depends on the precipitate size, i.e. on the precipitate density. This result is in agreement with
the conclusions of other simulations studies and experimental results [14, 100, 9].

For the high temperature regime, i.e. a gettering temperature above the equilibrium temper-
ature TG > T tot

eq , the gettering time tg shows different behavior for PDG in comparison to AlG:
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while for AlG the gettering time tg further decreases with increasing gettering temperature, for
PDG the gettering time tg increases again for increasing gettering temperature. Both figures
show that the influence of precipitate density is significant neither for PDG nor for AlG in this
regime. Since the dissolution of precipitates happens almost instantaneously in this high tem-
perature regime, it does not limit the gettering kinetics as shown experimentally by Sattler [58]
for AlG of cobalt. Therefore, the limiting factor for AlG kinetics in this regime is the increasing
diffusion coefficient of metal impurity atoms with increasing gettering temperature. For PDG,
kinetics are limited by the in-diffusion of phosphorus and the slower establishment of the get-
tering layer. The exponentially decreasing segregation coefficient with increasing temperature
becomes relevant and dominates over the increasing diffusion coefficient of the metal impuri-
ties in the high temperature regime. A further gettering success for PDG is only possible by
increasing the segregation coefficient via an increasing gettering layer thickness.

For AlG with a sufficiently thick Al:Si liquid, the segregation coefficient is not limiting be-
cause the aluminum gettering layer forms already during heating to the gettering temperature as
has been deduced by Sattler [58] from observations of AlG of cobalt.

In order to investigate down to which layer thickness the influence on gettering is insignif-
icant, a variation of the Al:Si liquid thickness with thicknesses of 0.1µm, 1µm and 10µm was
performed as shown in figure 18. For a gettering layer thickness ≤ 0.1µm above approximately
950°C the target concentration can not be reached while for a thickness ≥ 1µm the layer thick-
ness does not influence the gettering time even for high temperatures of 1200°C. However, it
has to be kept in mind that the segregation coefficient influences the gettering efficiency and that
the concentration of the interstitial metal can only be decreased to a level which corresponds
to the segregation coefficient according to the thickness of the Al layer. Due to the decreasing
segregation coefficient with increasing temperature and a decreasing diffusion coefficient with
decreasing temperature, it exists an optimum temperature for gettering as stated by e.g. McHugo
et al. [8] and Cañizo and Luque [29].

The conclusion of this section is that for a sufficiently thick gettering layer, AlG is only
limited by thermodynamic conditions and has the advantage of a decreasing gettering time for
increasing temperatures, while for PDG the conflictive effects of decreasing segregation coeffi-
cient with increasing temperature and decreasing mobility for decreasing temperature affect the
gettering time, leaving only an optimum temperature range around the equilibrium temperature
for which the gettering time is low. Even though AlG is not were efficient in practical solar
cell processing schemes due to the short firing step [16, 55], its advantages of a comparatively
simple underlying physics and the gettering layer outside the sample make it a good technique
for fundamental research. Therefore, this work focuses on AlG for further simulation studies to
investigate the redistribution of impurities accumulated at grain boundaries into the grains dur-
ing gettering processes. AlG is implemented into a two dimensional model to include a grain
boundary as additional site for impurity accumulation, as already the one dimensional study in
this section shows that precipitates influence the gettering kinetics significantly, especially for
low temperatures. It is expected that not only evenly spread precipitates in the grain, but also
precipitates at the grain boundary act as sinks and sources for impurity accumulation.
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Figure 18: Variation of layer thickness for aluminum gettering. Shown is the gettering time
tg which is needed to decrease the concentration of interstitial impurities from an initial con-
centration of 1014cm−3 to a target concentration of 1012cm−3 versus gettering temperature for a
precipitate density of Np = 108cm−3. It can be seen that for a sufficiently thick gettering layer
the thickness does not influence the gettering time, while for a critical thickness the target con-
centration can not be reached anymore. The critical thickness in this example amounts ≤ 0.1µm
above approximately 950°C.
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5.2 Aluminum gettering with grid fingers or a grain boundary in a two
dimensional model

In this section simulations of aluminum gettering with a continuous Al:Si liquid, a spatially
restricted Al:Si liquid in the geometry of grid fingers (which are used in solar cell industry for
alternative backside contact to reduce shading) and aluminum gettering in presence of a grain
boundary are compared in order to consider actual conditions of solar cell processing. The
one dimensional model for AlG is expanded to two dimensions because the above mentioned
geometries require two dimensional modeling. For details of the model please refer to section
4 of this work. The geometry for the simulation of grid fingers as aluminum gettering layer is
shown in figure 19. Modeled is the x-y-plane. The geometry for the simulation of AlG in the
presence of a grain boundary is shown in figure 13 in section 4.

For all geometries in this section, a sample thickness of 300um, a sample size of 4.4mm and
an Al:Si liquid thickness/ grid finger thickness of 20µm is chosen. The grid fingers have a width
of 0.1mm and the space between the fingers is 2.1mm. A metal impurity with the properties of
iron is used with a total concentration of 5 ·1013cm−3. The precipitate density is Np = 1 ·108cm−3

in the grain and Ngb = 1 · 107cm−2 at the grain boundary. The gettering temperature is held
constant at 900°C. For the AlG with a continuous gettering layer and the grid finger gettering,
it is assumed that the samples are in its equilibrium state at the onset of the AlG simulations,
i.e. the initial interstitial impurity concentration equals the solubility of iron in silicon at 900°C,
namely 4.26 · 1013cm−3. The remaining impurities are precipitated. For the AlG simulation in
the presence of a grain boundary the remaining impurities are distributed between impurities
precipitated at the grain boundary and in the grain. In order to determine the amount precipitated
at the grain boundary and the amount precipitated in the grain, a simulation is done at 900°C
until an equilibrium state is reached, i.e. the interstitial iron concentration in the bulk equals
the solubility of iron in silicon at 900°C and there is no net flux from/ to the precipitates at the
grain boundary or the precipitates in the grain. The resulting concentrations are used as initial
concentrations.

The final concentrations which can be reached according to the segregation coefficient differ
for the simulations with a continuous gettering layer and with grid fingers as gettering layer. This
can be deduced from simple calculations. According to the conservation of mass, the following

Figure 19: Geometry for AlG simulations with grid fingers.
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equation has to be valid:

wS i · dS i ·Cinit
S i = wS i · dS i ·C

f inal
S i + wAl · dAl · S ∗Al ·C

f inal
S i (63)

with wS i and dS i being the sample size and thickness, wAl and dAl being the size and thickness
of the gettering layer, Cinit

S i being the initial iron concentration in the silicon and C f inal
S i being the

final concentration in the silicon according to the segregation coefficient S ∗Al (see equation 4 in
section 2.2.1). While for the gettering with grid fingers wAl differs from wS i, for the continuous
gettering layer it is wS i = wAl. The following remaining iron concentrations are derived when
using the value for S ∗Al measured by Abdelbarey et al. [39] and the geometry and gettering
temperature used in this simulations for the continuous gettering layer:

C f inal
S i = 1.15 · 109cm−3 (64)

and for the grid fingers:

C f inal
S i = 2.56 · 1010cm−3 (65)

The level of finally remaining interstitial impurity concentration determined by the segrega-
tion coefficient is one order of magnitude higher for gettering with grid fingers than for gettering
with the continuous gettering layer.
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5.2.1 Homogeneous aluminum gettering for comparison

Figure 20 shows two dimensional maps of the logarithmic interstitial impurity concentration
(left) and the precipitated impurity concentration (right) at different times after the onset of sim-
ple aluminum gettering. The depth profiles for 0s in figure 20(a) and 100s in figure 20(c) show
that precipitates can only dissolve when the interstitial impurity concentration decreases below
the solubility limit. The depth profiles are comparable to the depth profiles of the one dimen-
sional AlG simulations in the low temperature regime as shown in figure 15 in section 5.1. The
only difference of the two simulations is that in the two-dimensional simulation in this section
the total initial iron concentration is 5 ·1013cm−3 instead of 1 ·1014cm−3 as in the one-dimensional
simulation in section 5.1. The profiles for 1000s in figure 20(e) and 3000s in figure 20(g) illus-
trate that first all precipitates have to be dissolved before the interstitial impurity concentration
can decrease to a level determined by the segregation coefficient: the precipitated impurity con-
centration reaches 1000s after the onset of AlG a constant value in the whole sample which
equals the minimum concentration allowed in the model (see chapter 4.2.3 for more details), i.e.
all precipitates have dissolved at this time as can be seen in figure 20(f). The interstitial impu-
rity concentration still shows a gradient 1000s after the onset of AlG (figure 20(e)). However,
3000s after the onset of AlG (figure 20(g)), the interstitial impurity concentration has decreased
four orders of magnitude and has reached a constant value in the whole sample of approximately
1 · 109cm−3. This value agrees with the value in equation 64 for the remaining interstitial iron
concentration calculated from equation 63.
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(a) Interstitial metal after 0 s (b) Precipitated metal after 0 s

(c) Interstitial metal after 100s (d) Precipitated metal after 100 s

(e) Interstitial metal after 1000s (f) Precipitated metal after 1000 s

(g) Interstitial metal after 3000s (h) Precipitated metal after 3000 s

Figure 20: 2d map of the interstitial impurity concentration (left) and the precipitated impurity
concentration (right) 0s, 100s, 1000s, and 3000s after the onset of AlG. The Al layer is positioned
at the bottom of the sample. The figure shows that the interstitial impurity concentration can only
decrease after the precipitates are dissolved. 3000s after the onset of AlG the interstitial iron
concentration has reached the value calculated according to the segregation coefficient (equation
64).
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5.2.2 Aluminum gettering with grid fingers

Figure 21 shows the logarithmic interstitial (left) and precipitated (right) impurity concentration
for different times after the onset of aluminum gettering at 900°C with grid fingers as gettering
sites instead of a continuous gettering layer. The times are the same as in figure 20.

The figure shows that the effect of gettering is locally restricted to the area close to the grid
fingers. Even 3000s after the onset of AlG (see figure 21(g)), the interstitial impurity concentra-
tion is still very high in the order of 1·1013cm−3. However, the precipitated impurity concentration
3000s after the onset of AlG (see figure 21(h)) has decreased to a constant value in the whole
sample and has reached the same order of magnitude as for the continuous Al:Si liquid. 3000s
after the onset of AlG, the interstitial iron concentration has not reached the value in equation
65 for the final iron concentration calculated via equation 63 according to the segregation coef-
ficient. From this it can be deduced that the difference of the final concentrations in comparison
to the gettering with a continuous gettering layer is due to kinetic reasons.
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(a) Interstitial metal after 0 s (b) Precipitated metal after 0 s

(c) Interstitial metal after 100 s (d) Precipitated metal after 100 s

(e) Interstitial metal after 1000 s (f) Precipitated metal after 1000 s

(g) Interstitial metal after 3000 s (h) Precipitated metal after 3000 s

Figure 21: 2d map of the interstitial impurity concentration (left) and the precipitated impurity
concentration (right) 0s, 100s, 1000s, and 3000s after the onset of AlG with grid fingers. The Al
grid fingers are positioned at the bottom of the sample. Due to kinetic limitations, the interstitial
iron concentration can not decrease to the value calculated according to the segregation coeffi-
cient (see equation 65). Interesting is that the concentration of precipitated impurties reaches a
value similat to AlG with a continuous gettering layer (compare figure 20).
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5.2.3 Aluminum gettering in presence of a grain boundary

Figure 22 shows the logarithmic interstitial and precipitated impurity concentration from a sim-
ulation of AlG in the presence of a grain boundary. In this simulation it was assumed that
precipitation at the grain boundary is the only mechanism of accumulation of impurities at the
grain boundary. The influence of segregation will be investigated separately in section 5.5. For
details how the precipitation at the grain boundary is implemented, please refer to section 4.2.4.
While the interstitial impurity concentration at onset of gettering has the same value as for the
two previous simulations, the precipitated impurity concentration is lower in comparison to the
simulations of AlG without a grain boundary (see figures 20 and 21) because the concentration
of the precipitated impurity is distributed among the precipitated component in the grains and
the precipitated component at the grain boundary. In contrast, in the simulations without a grain
boundary only the precipitated component in the grain is present.

The time evolution of the maps of the interstitial impurity concentration shows an enhanced
concentration in the vicinity of the grain boundary. This indicates that the grain boundary acts
as local source for interstitial impurity during gettering, as the interstitial impurity concentration
in the grains decreases below the solubility limit. This out-diffusion of metal impurities from
precipitates located at grain boundaries after gettering processes has been observed in experi-
mental measurements by several authors [5, 24, 79] and has been used to fit experimental results
by simulations [25].

For long times all precipitates at the grain boundaries are dissolved and the interstitial impu-
rity concentration sinks fast to a similar level of gettering without a grain boundary. However, the
contamination of the grain with the impurities from the grain boundary is still visible, even for
long times of 3000s after the onset of the AlG (see figure 22(g)). The map of grain precipitates
100s after the onset of AlG (figure 22(d)) also shows an increased concentration in the vicinity
of the grain boundary, reflecting that the interstitial impurity concentration can not decrease in
this region as fast due to the re-contamination with impurities from the grain boundary.
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(a) Interstitial metal after 0 s (b) Precipitated metal after 0 s

(c) Interstitial metal after 100 s (d) Precipitated metal after 100 s

(e) Interstitial metal after 1000 s (f) Precipitated metal after 1000 s

(g) Interstitial metal after 3000 s (h) Precipitated metal after 3000 s

Figure 22: 2d map of the interstitial impurity concentration (left) and the precipitated impurity
concentration (right) 0s, 100s, 1000s, and 3000s after the onset of AlG in presence of a grain
boundary. The Al layer is positioned at the bottom of the sample, the grain boundary is per-
pendicular to the Al layer and located in the middle of the sample at the position x = 2.2. It
is illustrated that the grain boundary acts as source for impurities and therefore influences the
kinetics during gettering.
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5.2.4 Comparison of the integral concentrations for the different gettering scenarios

Figure 23 shows the amount of impurities remaining as interstitial (23(a)), precipitated (23(b))
and gettered (23(c)) metal in the sample for continuous aluminum gettering (black rectangles),
gettering with grid fingers (blue triangles) and gettering in the presence of a grain boundary (red
circles).

(a) Interstitial metal (b) Precipitated metal

(c) Gettered metal (d) Precipitated metal at the grain boundary

Figure 23: Interstitial, precipitated and gettered amount of the metal impurity concentration ver-
sus time for AlG, AlG with grid fingers and AlG with grain boundary in logarithmic scale. Fig-
ures 23(a) and 23(c) show that during grid finger gettering singnificant less metal is gettered than
for getetring with a continuous gettering layer. It also illustrates that the grain boundary influ-
ences the gettering kinetics. A comparison of figure 23(b) and 23(d) shows that the precipitates
in the grain dissolve faster than the precipitates at the grain boundary.

The comparison of gettering with grid fingers and gettering with a continuous gettering layer
shows that grid finger gettering has an effect, but is much less effective than gettering with a
continuous gettering layer. While for the continuous gettering layer the final concentration ac-
cording to the segregation coefficient is reached 3000s after the onset of the gettering, it takes a
much longer time for the gettering with grid fingers until the equilibrium state according to the
segregation coefficient is reached. Also the final remaining iron concentration according to the
segregation coefficient is one order of magnitude higher than for the gettering with the continu-
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ous gettering layer. However, interesting is that during grid finger gettering the grain precipitates
can dissolve until no precipitates are remaining 3000s after the onset of gettering (see figure
23(b)).

The comparison of the gettering with the continuous gettering layer with and without a grain
boundary shows that for medium times more interstitial metal remains in the sample (figure
23(a)). The difference in the amount of remaining interstitial impurities can be explained by
looking at the concentration of impurities precipitated at the grain boundary as shown in figure
23(d): while 500s after the onset of AlG all grain precipitates have already been dissolved, the
precipitates at the grain boundary are still present and serve as source for new interstitial impuri-
ties. A comparison of figure 22 and 20 shows that this effect is spatially restricted to the regions
near the grain boundary (here this region is approximately 1mm wide).

It can be concluded from this section that gettering with grid fingers as gettering layer has
some gettering effect, but due to the kinetic limitations long times are needed for effective re-
duction of the interstitial iron concentration. Furthermore, the final concentration which can be
reached according to the segregation coefficient is one order of magnitude higher than for get-
tering with a continuous gettering layer. Therefore, gettering with grid fingers does not give the
desired results for the typically applied processing schemes. However, the simulation of getter-
ing with grid fingers predicts interesting conditions for experiments to investigate the influence
of precipitates e.g. on the diffusion length due to the low precipitated iron concentration compa-
rable to gettering with a continuous gettering layer while the interstitial iron concentration is still
high.

The section also showed that there is a significant influence of grain boundaries, which serve
as source for new impurities during the gettering process, on the gettering efficiency. This is
especially true, since in multicrystalline silicon usually the grains are smaller than the grains in
this simulation. A good understanding of the interaction of impurities with grain boundaries is
needed to optimize gettering in the presence of grain boundaries. The following chapters will
show simulation studies in comparison with experiments on the accumulation of impurities at
grain boundaries.
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5.3 Impurity accumulation at grain boundaries
In this section a simulation study to investigate the influence of temperature treatments on the
accumulation of impurities at grain boundaries is presented. For this study the simulations are
compared to two different experimental studies from Krenckel [42] measuring LBIC and Liu
et al. [35] and Liu and Macdonald [53] measuring PL on grain boundaries of multicrystalline
silicon samples from neighbor wafers after different temperature treatments. In the simulations,
only precipitation as mechanism of impurity accumulation is taken into account. A review of
observations concerning impurity accumulation at grain boundaries in the literature is given in
section 2.3, which describes that grain boundaries can act as sink or as source for impurities
during temperature treatments.

5.3.1 Simulations of as-grown wafers for comparison with LBIC measurements

For the purpose of investigating grain boundaries with LBIC after different temperature treat-
ments, several experiments were performed by Krenckel [42] on block-cast multicrystalline p-
type silicon samples intentionally contaminated with iron. The samples were produced in the
content of the SolarFocus research cluster (Grant No. 0327650 B). The total iron concentration
was measured by NAA (neutron activation analysis) and amounts 5 ·1013cm−3 according to Riepe
et al. [87]. The experiments were performed on samples with a size of 10x10mm2 from the upper
third of the block. The original thickness of the samples was 200µm.

Figure 24 shows temperature curves that were recorded during the experiments and directly
used as input for simulations. They were chosen to investigate a variation of temperature (slow
900°C, slow 950°C, slow 1025°C) and a variation of cooling rate of 0.05K/s (slow 900°C) and
0.3K/s (fast 900°C). The slow cooling was achieved by leaving the sample in the furnace during
cooling, while for the fast cooling the sample was taken out of the furnace and cooled in air. The
blue solid line in figure 24 shows a typical temperature curve for cooling after the crystallization
process for the used samples. The temperature profile is taken from simulations by Behnken
[101] for the SolarFocus research cluster.

Table 5 lists the diffusional ranges RM of iron, i.e. the mean distance the interstitial iron
travels during the different cooling processes, calculated by a numerical evaluation based on
equation 3 in section 2.1.2. The comparison of the cooling rates β and the diffusional ranges
RM illustrates that the study covers a wide range of time scales on which diffusion of impurities
towards accumulation sites such as grain boundaries can take place.

Simulation Cooling rate β [ K
s ] Diffusional range RM [mm]

As grown 0.018 1.25
Fast 900°C 0.3 0.16
Slow 900°C 0.05 1.03
Slow 950°C, 1025°C 0.05 1.15

Table 5: Diffusional ranges for the simulations with the temperature curves from figure 24.
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Figure 24: Temperature curves used in this study. The blue line shows simulation results from
Behnken [101]. The other curves were recorded during experiments performed by Krenckel [42].

Figure 25 shows two dimensional LBIC maps of two different as-grown samples named
’LBIC 1’ and ’LBIC 2’ taken from Krenckel [42]. Dark features indicate low currents, i.e a high
recombination activity, while bright features indicate high currents, i.e. a low recombination
activity. Grain boundaries have a high recombination activity and therefore can be seen as dark
features, while there are regions of enhanced LBIC currents in the vicinity of the grain bound-
aries. These regions of enhanced LBIC currents are interpreted as depletion of impurities near
the grain boundaries caused by impurity accumulation at the grain boundary as they have been
observed in as-grown wafers by many other authors [24, 5, 27, 78, 25, 68]. In order to com-
pare the experimental measurements with each other, the diffusion length was calculated from
the measured LBIC currents for two lasers with different wavelength of 850nm and 730nm. For
details on the experiments and the calculation of diffusion length from the LBIC currents please
refer to Krenckel [42] and Krenckel et al. [23].

For the simulations of the as-grown sample, i.e. the simulation with the temperature curve for
cooling after the crystallization process, a homogeneous iron concentration of 5 · 1013cm−3 was
chosen as initial interstitial impurity concentration assuming that at 1300°C all iron is dissolved.
The density of precipitates was adjusted to Np = 1.5 · 107cm−3 in the bulk and Ngb = 1 · 107cm−2

on the grain boundary to fit the measured line scans across the grain boundaries shown in figure
25. The thickness of the sample was chosen to 180µm and the grain size to 2mm, which equals
approximately the sizes for the grains at which the line scans were extracted. The grain boundary
is located at the position x = 0mm and is perpendicular to the sample surface. Fig. 26 shows
a two dimensional map of the interstitial iron concentration of the as-grown simulation after
approximately 17 h.

The reduced concentration in the vicinity of the grain boundary (position indicated by the
black arrow), which will further be called denuded zone, is caused by the accumulation of im-
purities at the grain boundary during cooling. The denuded zone relates to the depletion regions
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(a) Sample named ’LBIC 1’ (b) Sample named ’LBIC 2’

Figure 25: LBIC maps for two as-grown samples measured with a laser wavelength of 850nm.
Different grain boundaries, seen as dark lines, separate the sample into grains of different sizes.
The arrows mark different line scans shown in the following text. The green mark indicates the
front contact. Figures are taken from Krenckel [42].

Figure 26: Modeled two dimensional map of the interstitial iron concentration in the presence
of a grain boundary at a position x = 0mm (indicated with the black arrow) with the as-grown
temperature curve after approximately 17h.
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seen in figure 25 under the assumption that the LBIC current in this sample is limited by the
interstitial iron concentration.

In order to compare simulations directly with the experimental measurements, the diffusion
length calculated by Krenckel [42] can be transferred into an ’apparent interstitial iron concentra-
tion’ as described in section 2.4, assuming that the interstitial iron concentration is the limiting
factor for the diffusion length in the sample. Figure 27(a) shows a line scan of the modeled
interstitial iron concentration across the grain boundary and a line scan of the measured appar-
ent interstitial iron concentration across the grain boundary. The positions of the line scans are
marked by the black line in figure 26 and by the gray arrow in figure 25(a). Figure 27(b) shows
a line scan of the apparent interstitial iron concentration across the grain boundary indicated as
blue arrow in figure 25(b) and the corresponding modeled line scan. The precipitate densities in
the simulation are set to Np = 1 ·106cm−3 in the bulk and Ngb = 4 ·106cm−2 on the grain boundary
in order to fit the measured line scans. Modeled profiles and measured line scans are in close
accordance except in the region very close to the grain boundary.

(a) Measured and modeled line scan corresponding to
sample LBIC 1

(b) Measured and modeled line scan corresponding to
sample LBIC 2

Figure 27: Comparison of a line scan across the grain boundary for the modeled interstitial iron
concentration and the calculated apparent interstitial iron concentration from measured LBIC
currents by Krenckel et al. [23]. Figure 27(a) shows the line scan on the position in sample
LBIC 1 indicated by the dark blue arrow in figure 25(a) and figure 27(b) shows the line scan on
the position in sample LBIC 2 indicated by the dark blue arrow in figure 25(b).

The enhanced apparent concentration in the region very close to the grain boundary (for a dis-
tance to the grain boundary < 0.2mm) in the line scans measured with LBIC originates from the
recombination activity of the grain boundary itself, which is not included in the modeled apparent
concentrations. This effect from the grain boundary recombination activity can be modeled with
the aid of an LBIC model, which uses the modeled interstitial iron concentration, a recombina-
tion velocity of the grain boundary and the conditions of the laser as input as described in section
4.3. Figure 28 shows that modeled and measured apparent interstitial iron concentrations are
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in good accordance for effective recombination velocities of 50m
s for figure 28(a) and 200m

s for
figure 28(b). The values used for the laser conditions are given in in section 4. The good quanti-
tative agreement of the modeled and measured peaks, resulting from the recombination activity
of the grain boundary itself, open a new possibility to quantitatively investigate the correlation of
the recombination strength of a grain boundary and its dependence on the contamination level of
the grain boundary, as it has been observed qualitatively [67]. However, this is beyond the scope
of this work.

(a) Measured and modeled line scan corresponding to
sample LBIC 1

(b) Measured and modeled line scan corresponding to
sample LBIC 2

Figure 28: Modeled apparent concentration with the LBIC model in order to include the grain
boundary effect seen in measured apparent concentrations. Figure 28(a) corresponds to the line
scans shown in figure 27(a), figure 28(b) corresponds to the line scans in figure 27(b)

The good agreement of experiment and simulations shows that the apparent concentrations
measured by LBIC can fully be explained by the underlying physics of the model, in which only
precipitation as mechanism of impurity accumulation at the grain boundary is taken into account.
Therefore, the model can be used to give more insight into the effects of impurity accumulation at
grain boundaries on the apparent interstitial iron concentration and can deliver information that
can not be achieved with the experiments like, for example, the time evolution of the interstitial
iron concentration and the concentration of precipitated impurities in the grain and at the grain
boundary during the cooling process as shown in figure 29.

Figure 29(a) and 29(b) show line scans across the grain boundary of the interstitial iron con-
centration and the concentration of impurities precipitated in the grains of the as-grown simula-
tion shown in figure 27(b). Figure 29(c) shows the concentration of precipitated iron at the grain
boundary versus time. Please note that the precipitated iron concentration at the grain boundary
in figure 29(c) is given in cm−2 as it is a two-dimensional boundary.

The time evolution of the interstitial iron concentration in figure 29(a) illustrates, how the
denuded zone develops until it reaches the shape that is shown in figure 27(b): approximately 9h
after the beginning of the cooling the temperature has decreased to a temperature T = 908°C,
which corresponds to the equilibrium temperature T i

eq at which the interstitial iron concentration
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of 5 ·1013cm−3 equals the solubility of iron. At this time the precipitates start to grow in the grains
(see figure 29(b)) and at the grain boundary (see figure 29(c)). The grain precipitation causes a
reduction of interstitial iron concentration in the grains and the precipitation at the grain boundary
causes the formation of the denuded zone. The time evolution of the concentration of precipitated
iron at the grain boundary illustrates that the precipitation takes place only during a short time
period of the whole cooling process from the time when T i

eq is reached until the mobility of iron
has decreased so much that the impurities do not reach the grain boundary anymore.

(a) Interstitial iron concentration (b) Concentration of precipitated iron in the grain

(c) Concentration of precipitated iron at the grain
boundary

Figure 29: Time evolution of the different components of the iron concentrations for the simula-
tion of the as-grown sample LBIC 2 until the state in figure 27(b) is reached. It illustrates how
the denuded zone developes.
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5.3.2 Variation of temperature and cooling rate for comparison with LBIC measurements

In the subsequent temperature treatments on the as-grown wafers, the variation of temperature
was chosen in order to investigate the behavior for an annealing temperature below and above the
equilibrium temperature T tot

eq , at which the solubility equals to total iron concentration in the sam-
ple. For a total iron concentration of 5 · 1013cm−3, the equilibrium temperature is T tot

eq ≈ 908°C
and therefore 900°C < T tot

eq < 950°C, 1025°C. Because for all annealing temperatures of the
experiments, the solubility lies above the interstitial iron concentration of the as-grown wafer,
i.e. T > T i

eq, a dissolution of precipitates is observed during annealing as described in section
2.3. The subsequent cooling rate and therefore the diffusional range was varied as shown in table
5. The influence of the cooling rate on the profiles will be discussed in this section.

The modeled concentrations of the as-grown simulations for a time of 17 h correspond to
the measured as-grown states shown in figure 27 and are used as input for the simulations of the
subsequent temperature treatments shown in figure 24. Since the experiments of fast and slow
cooling at 900°C were done on neighbor wafers of the sample called ’LBIC 2’ (see figure 25(b),
the as-grown state ’LBIC 2’ as shown in figure 27(b) was used for the corresponding simulations.
For the simulations of slow cooling at 950°C and 1025°C, the as-grown state named ’LBIC 1’
shown in figure 27(a) was used, as the neighbor wafers of sample ’LBIC 1’ (see figure 25(a))
were used for the experiments. Figure 30 shows the comparison of the line scans across the
grain boundary for these temperature treatments for the modeled apparent interstitial iron con-
centration without and with the modeled recombination activity of the grain boundary (labeled
’Simulation’ and ’LBIC simulation’) and the calculated apparent interstitial iron concentration
(labeled ’Experiment’) calculated from the LBIC measurements by Krenckel [42].

The recombination velocities to fit the measured recombination effects of the grain bound-
aries are given in table 6.

Simulation S e f f [ m
s ]

As grown LBIC 1 50
As grown LBIC 2 200
Fast 900°C (LBIC 2, different line scan) 500
Slow 900°C (LBIC 2) 500
Slow 950°C (LBIC 1) 200
Slow 1025°C (LBIC 1) 200
Slow 950°C high N (LBIC 1) 80
Slow 1025°C high N (LBIC 1) 100

Table 6: Effective recombination velocities S e f f for electrons at the grain boundary used in
figures 28, 30 and 32.

The simulations fit well for the slow cooling after annealing at 900°C for 50min, while for the
fast cooling and the annealing at high temperatures there is a discrepancy between simulations
and experiment.
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(a) Fast cooling after annealing at 900°C for 50min. (b) Slow cooling after annealing at 900°C for
50min.

(c) Slow cooling after annealing at 950°C for
50min.

(d) Slow cooling after annealing at 1025°C for
50min.

Figure 30: Comparison of modeled and measured apparent interstitial iron concentrations.
Shown is a line scan across a grain boundary for simulations and measurements of samples
with different temperature treatments as shown in figure 24. The measured apparent concen-
trations are calculated from LBIC measurements by Krenckel [42]. There is a good agreement
between modeled and measured line scans for low temperatures. For high temperatures there is
a discrepancy between modeled and measured line scans.
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For fast cooling after 900°C for 50min the diffusion length for the line scan across the grain
boundary shown in figure 25(b) was not available and therefore a line scan across a different grain
boundary had to be used. The position where the line scan was extracted instead is indicated in
figure 25(b) by the light blue arrow (labeled ’Line scan 2’). The discrepancy of the modeled and
the measured apparent concentrations can be explained by a difference in precipitation densities
in the grains next to the two different grain boundaries and/ or different grain sizes.

The reason for the discrepancy between modeled and measured apparent concentrations for
slow cooling after annealing at high temperatures of 950°C and 1025°C becomes understandable
when comparing the evolution of the modeled interstitial iron concentrations with time for slow
cooling after annealing at 900°C and 950°C as shown in figure 31.

(a) Annealing at 900°C, Ceq = 4.3 · 1013cm−3 (b) Annealing at 950°C, Ceq = 1.4 · 1014cm−3

(c) Slow cooling after annealing at 900°C (d) Slow cooling after annealing at 950°C

Figure 31: Time evolution of the interstitial iron concentration for annealing at 900°C and 950°C
for 50min and subsequent slow cooling.

Figures 31(a) and 31(b) show the annealing at 900°C and at 950°C for different times after
the onset of annealing. The initial profile of the interstitial iron concentration at t = 0min is the
as-grown profile LBIC 2 in figure 27(b) for 900°C and the as-grown profile LBIC 1 in figure
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27(a) for 950°C. For reasons of comparison with the measured apparent interstitial iron concen-
trations, two different as-grown states were used. Both figures show the increasing interstitial
iron concentration due to dissolution of precipitates at the grain boundary and in the grain. At
900°C the solubility of iron Ceq lies below the total iron concentration present in the sample and
it is not possible to dissolve all precipitates. As consequence, the profile in figure 31(a) shows
that after 50min of annealing the interstitial iron concentration in the grain still lies below the to-
tal iron concentration of 5 · 1013cm−3. The dissolution of precipitates happens slowly and 50min
of annealing are not sufficient to reach an equilibrium state, i.e. there is still a gradient of inter-
stitial iron concentration present in the sample due to out-diffusion of impurities from the grain
boundary. At 950°C the solubility of iron Ceq lies above the total iron concentration present in
the sample. The precipitates dissolve faster than at 900°C and 50min of annealing are sufficient
to distribute the interstitial iron concentration evenly in the sample at a level which equals the to-
tal iron concentration present in the sample, as can be seen in figure 31(b). Therefore, the initial
as-grown state has no influence any more on the resulting line scan in contrast to the temperature
treatments at 900°C.

Figures 31(c) and 31(d) show slow cooling after 50min of annealing at 900°C and 950°C,
respectively. Both figures show a decreasing interstitial iron concentration due to the precip-
itation in the grains and the formation of the denuded zones due to precipitation at the grain
boundary until the measured concentration profiles are reached. For 900°C not all precipitates
are dissolved after 50min of annealing. During cooling the interstitial iron precipitates at the
still existing precipitates. For 950°C all precipitates are dissolved and during cooling new pre-
cipitates form. The slow cooling has a higher cooling rate than the cooling after crystallization
(compare table 6), which causes a higher level of supersaturation and therefore a higher pre-
cipitation density. A higher precipitation density for a higher level of supersaturation has been
observed experimentally [77, 53].

Therefore, for the simulation of cooling after 950°C annealing, a higher precipitation density
of Np = 3.7 · 108cm−3 in the left grain, Np = 2 · 108cm−3 in the right grain and Ngb = 3.5 ·
107cm−2 at the grain boundary are used. The qualitative difference for 900°C and 950°C is due
to the equilibrium temperature T tot

eq at which the solubility equals the total iron concentration of
5 · 1013cm−3 in the sample lying at T tot

eq ≈ 908°C and separating the two temperatures 900°C <
T tot

eq < 950°C.
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Figure 32 shows that the modeled concentration profiles for high temperatures of 950°C and
1025°C fit well to the measured concentration profiles when changing the precipitation densities
to higher values.

For the simulation of 1025°C a precipitation density of Np = 2.3 · 108cm−3 in the left grain,
Np = 3 · 108cm−3 in the right grain and Ngb = 1 · 108cm−2 at the grain boundary are used. The
used recombination velocities at the grain boundary are give in table 6.

(a) Slow cooling after annealing at 950°C for 50min (b) Slow cooling after annealing at 1025°C for
50min

Figure 32: Modeled and measured line scans for the apparent interstitial iron concentrations for
simulations with higher precipitate densities.

Figure 33 illustrates the influence of the as-grown state on the final interstitial iron concentra-
tion profile for 900°C after slow cooling. It shows the profiles of the interstitial iron concentration
for the simulation with the as-grown concentrations as input and a simulation with a constant in-
terstitial iron concentration of 4.26 · 1013cm−3 according to the solubility of iron at 900°C. There
is a difference in the level of the interstitial iron concentration in the grains and in the shape of the
denuded zone. Simulations have shown that this difference becomes more significant for larger
grains.

Figure 33 points out that for temperature treatments with a temperature T < T tot
eq it is impor-

tant to take the history of temperature treatments of the sample into account. Another example of
the influence of the initial state on the final profile is the fast cooled sample. A comparison of the
profiles of the interstitial iron concentration of the fast cooled sample before and after annealing
at 900°C in figure 34 shows that almost no precipitation takes place and the fast cooling has only
little effect on the final interstitial iron concentration profile in the vicinity of the grain boundary.

The diffusional range of table 5 fits with RM = 0.16mm well to the width of the denuded zone
of the profile after cooling in figure 34. The width of the denuded zone is in the same range as
the peak originating from the recombination activity of the grain boundary in the measured and
modeled line scan in figure 30(a) and therefore can not be detected in the measurements. The
line scan measured after the fast cooling therefore show the ’frozen’ state of the sample after
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Figure 33: Profiles of the interstitial iron concentration for a simulation with the as-grown state
and with a constant value of 5e13cm−3 as initial state.

Figure 34: Profiles of the interstitial iron concentration for fast cooling after 50min annealing at
900°C before and after cooling.
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annealing.

The comparison of the denuded zones of all measured and modeled line scans in this sec-
tion with the calculated diffusional ranges in table 5 indicate that the accumulation at grain
boundaries via precipitation is mainly diffusion-limited for the investigated cooling processes.
Diffusion-limited precipitation at grain boundaries has also been observed in experiments for
low temperatures [102, 15].
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5.3.3 Simulations for comparison with PL measurements

In Liu et al. [35] and Liu and Macdonald [53] the authors present PL measurements on grain
boundaries of neighbor wafers with different temperature treatments. The wafers with a thick-
ness of 330µm are from a near bottom region of a boron-doped multicrystalline silicon ingot
which was grown commercially by directional solidification. The total iron concentration was
interpolated by Liu [103] to 1 · 1014cm−3 from the iron versus ingot height plot derived from
NAA measurements by Macdonald et al. [6]. In Liu et al. [35] the as-cut neighbor wafers were
annealed at different temperatures for different annealing times and in Liu and Macdonald [53]
annealed at a temperature of 500°C for different annealing times. Figure 35 shows the temper-
ature curves according to the descriptions in Liu and Macdonald [53] and Liu et al. [35] which
were used as input for simulations. Figure 35(c) shows the assumed temperature curve for the
cooling after crystallization according to Liu [103].

For the annealing temperatures of T = 500°C and 600°C, the solubility of interstitial iron in
silicon is smaller than the total iron concentration and even smaller than the interstitial iron con-
centration measured by PL imaging. Therefore, during the annealing at 500°C and 600°C, there
is no dissolution of precipitates, but further precipitation occurs. For the annealing at T = 800°C
the solubility lies within the range of the interstitial iron concentration of the initial state of
the sample. After the comparison of simulations and experimental data for this annealing tem-
perature, the behavior at this temperature will be discussed. For the annealing temperatures of
T = 900°C and 1000°C, the solubility of interstitial iron in silicon is smaller than the interstitial
iron concentration of the initial state of the sample, i.e. T > T i

eq. In this temperature regime
dissolution of precipitates is expected during annealing. All samples (except the as-cut sample)
were cooled on air with a cooling rate of approximately 0.3 K

s , which is comparable to the fast
cooling described in section 5.3.1 above. It was shown in section 5.3.2 that this fast cooling
has almost no influence on the concentration profiles because only very little precipitation takes
place during the short time period of cooling. This is also supported by the calculated diffusional
ranges RM of iron, i.e. the mean distance the interstitial iron travels during the cooling processes.
The diffusional ranges during cooling RM and during annealing Ra

M calculated by a numerical
evaluation based on equation 3 are given in table 7. The table shows that the diffusional ranges
during the cooling process are small for all cooling processes especially compared to the diffu-
sional range during annealing. The only exception is the diffusional range of the cooling process
of the as-cut sample. Therefore, the concentration profiles in this section are expected to show
the ’frozen’ state after annealing, except in the very close vicinity of the grain boundary.
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(a) Temperature curve for the wafer with grain
boundary ’GB1’

(b) Temperature curves for the wafer with
grain boundary ’GB2’

(c) As cut temperature curve for the wafer with grain
boundary ’GB2’

Figure 35: Temperature treatments used to model the experiments performed on two different
sets of neighbor wafers by Liu and Macdonald [53] and Liu et al. [35]. Figure 35(a) shows a
variation of annealing time at a constant annealing temperature. Figure 35(b) shows a variation
of annealing temperature and time. Figure 35(c) shows the assumed temperature curve for the
as-cut sample.
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Simulation Cooling rate β [ K
s ] Diffusional range RM [mm] Diffusional range Ra

M
As cut 0.017 2.8 -
500, 30 min 0.3 0.02 0.23
500, 90 min 0.3 0.02 0.39
500, 230 min 0.3 0.02 0.63
500, 430 min 0.3 0.02 0.86
600, 160 min 0.3 0.05 0.94
800, 45 min 0.3 0.07 0.80
900, 60 min 0.3 0.16 1.84
1000, 15 min 0.3 0.16 1.19
1000, 30 min 0.3 0.16 1.69

Table 7: Diffusional ranges during cooling RM and during annealing Ra
M for the simulations with

the temperature curves from figure 35.
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The two dimensional maps in figure 36 taken from Liu and Macdonald [53] and Liu et al. [35]
show the measured ’apparent interstitial iron concentrations’ calculated from PL measurements
as described in section 2.6. Dark features indicate a low concentration and bright contrast a
high concentration of interstitial iron concentration. We chose the term ’apparent interstitial
iron concentrations’ because several assumptions have to be made for the calculation of the
concentration from the PL signal similar to LBIC as described in section 2.6 (see also Macdonald
et al. [40] for more detail). Also it is not exactly understood yet, if the calculation is correct in
the region very close to the grain boundary [80].

(a) Wafer with grain boundary ’GB1’ (b) Wafer with grain boundary ’GB2’

Figure 36: Apparent interstitial iron concentration calculated from PL measurements. Figure
36(a) is taken from Liu and Macdonald [53] and shows a wafer after annealing at 500°C for 867
minutes. Figure 36(b) is taken from Liu et al. [35] and shows a wafer in the as-cut state.

Figure 36(a) shows a wafer after annealing at 500°C for 867min and subsequent fast cool-
ing. It shows grains with different concentrations and denuded zones in the vicinity of the grain
boundaries. The green rectangle in figure 36(a) marks the region, where a line scan across the
grain boundary was extracted. This grain boundary will be denoted as ’GB1’ in the following
text. Figure 36(b) shows a wafer in the as-cut state. The red rectangle marks the region, where
the line scans across the grain boundary, denoted as ’GB2’ in the further text, were extracted.

The model geometry chosen for GB1 and GB2 can be seen in figure 37. It shows two dimen-
sional maps of the modeled interstitial iron concentration from a model with only precipitation
as mechanism of impurity accumulation at the grain boundary. Figure 37(a) shows the results for
a simulation with annealing at 500°C for 30min for GB1. Figure 37(b) shows the modeled as-cut
state of GB2 with the temperature curve for cooling after crystallization as input. The grain size
was chosen to match the geometry of the grain boundaries marked with the green (for GB1) and
the red (for GB2) rectangles in figure 36. In contrast to the previous sample geometry in section
5.3.1, the grain boundary separates two grains of different size namely 0.8mm and 0.2mm for
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GB1 and 0.2mm and 1mm for GB2. The wafer thickness was chosen to 330µm and the grain
boundary is positioned at x = 0mm as indicated by the black arrows. The total iron concentra-
tion was set to 1 · 1014cm−3, as this value is interpolated by Liu [103] from the iron versus ingot
height plot derived from NAA measurements by Macdonald et al. [6]. For the simulation of
the as-cut sample (figure 37(b)) it was assumed that at 1300°C the total iron concentration of
1 · 1014 is dissolved. The precipitate densities in the grain are set to Np = 1.2 · 108cm−3 for GB1
and Np = 9.5 · 106cm−3 for GB2. The precipitate densities at the grain boundary are chosen to
Ngb = 5 · 105cm−2 for GB1 and Ngb = 1.6 · 106cm−2 for GB2.

The initial state for the annealing at 500°C, i.e. for the temperature treatments performed
on GB1 is an oxidized sample with a homogeneous initial concentration of 1 · 1013cm−3 in the
grains, except in the very close vicinity of grain boundaries (please see figure 38(a)). For all
temperature processes performed on GB2 the initial state is the as-cut sample shown in figure
37(b). The interstitial iron concentration for the as-cut wafer ranges from 3.5 − 8.5 · 1012cm−3.

(a) 2d map of GB1 after 30min at 500°C (b) 2d map of GB2 in the as-cut state

Figure 37: Two dimensional maps of the interstitial iron concentration of the simulations for
GB1 and GB2.
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5.3.4 Simulations of precipitation and dissolution of precipitates for comparison with PL
measurements

During annealing at a temperature with T < T i
eq, i.e. when the interstitial iron concentration

of the initial state lies above the solubility, precipitation at the grain boundary and in the grains
occurs. This is the case in the experiments for an annealing temperature of 500°C (GB1) and
600°C (GB2) described in Liu and Macdonald [53] and Liu et al. [35], as already stated in 5.3.3.
An approximation of the expected width of the denuded zone in the line scans can be derived
from the sum of the diffusional ranges during annealing and cooling in table 7. Please not that
the diffusional range during cooling is small compared to the diffusional range during annealing.

Figure 38 shows the comparison of the modeled interstitial iron concentration and the ap-
parent interstitial iron concentration for the temperature treatments shown in figure 35(a), i.e. a
variation of annealing time at a temperature of 500°C and a subsequent fast cooling. The con-
centrations of the oxidized sample were used as input for the simulations. The figures show that
the modeled profiles agree well with the measured PL profiles, except in the close vicinity of the
grain boundary. In some line scans from the PL measurements, there is an enhanced iron con-
centration in the close vicinity of the grain boundary (see e.g. figure 38(d)) similar to the profiles
derived from LBIC measurements. It is not readily understood, if this is a real concentration or
a measurement artifact (see [35, 80]. Also the question remains why this enhanced concentra-
tion appears only in some of the line scans. In the grain not too close to the grain boundary the
measured line scans can be reproduced by the modeled line scans and also the denuded zones
agree well for an annealing temperature of 500°C for different annealing times and subsequent
fast cooling. As the figures 38(a) to 38(d) show increasing annealing times with fast cooling
and the precipitation during cooling is negligible compared to the long precipitation time during
annealing, the figures show the time evolution of the apparent interstitial iron concentration dur-
ing annealing: with increasing annealing time the interstitial iron concentration decreases due to
precipitation within the grains and the width of the denuded zone increases due to precipitation
at the grain boundary.
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(a) Annealing at 500°C for 30min (b) Annealing at 500°C for 90min

(c) Annealing at 500°C for 230min (d) Annealing at 500°C for 430min

Figure 38: Comparison of the line scans across the grain boundary for the modeled and measured
apparent interstitial iron concentration after different durations of annealing at 500°C performed
on the wafers with grain boundary GB1. Modeled and measured line scans are in close accor-
dance.
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Figure 39 shows the comparison of the modeled and measured apparent interstitial iron con-
centrations for the grain boundary marked with the red rectangle in figure 36(b) for a variation of
annealing temperature and time with subsequent fast cooling according to the temperature curves
shown in figure 35(b). The position of the modeled line scans is indicated by the black line in
figure 37(b).

Figure 39(a) shows the modeled and measured line scans across the grain boundary for the
as-cut state. While it agrees well in the grain far away from the grain boundary, the denuded
zone in the modeled line scan is wider than in the measured line scan. Also in the measured line
scans, there is an enhanced concentration in the close vicinity of the grain boundary of uncertain
origin as already mentioned in the comparison of the line scans for GB1 (see figure 38). For
the simulations of the other temperature curves the concentrations of the as-cut state are used
as input. The modeled and measured line scans of GB2 after annealing at 600°C for 160min
shown in figure 39(b) fit well. Similar to the annealing at 500°C the line scans illustrate how the
interstitial iron concentration has -compared to the as-cut state- decreased in the grains and the
depth of the denuded zone has increased due to precipitation in the grains and at the grain bound-
ary. In the line scans for annealing at 800°C for 45min, a clear discrepancy is seen between the
modeled and measured apparent interstitial iron concentrations. While the measured line scan
looks very similar to the as-cut state, i.e. no precipitation seems to occur in the grains or at the
grain boundary, the modeled apparent interstitial iron concentration decreases in comparison to
the as-cut state similar to the simulation for annealing at 600°C.

For annealing temperatures with T > T i
eq, i.e. when the interstitial iron concentration of

the initial state lies below the solubility, dissolution of precipitates is expected during annealing.
This is the case in the experiments for an annealing temperature of 900°C and 1000°C. During
subsequent cooling, precipitation occurs. However for the fast cooling used here, the precipita-
tion during cooling has only minor effect on the resulting concentration profiles and the denuded
zone resulting from the cooling process lie in the range of the peak of uncertain origin in the
close vicinity of the grain boundaries.

The simulations at high temperatures of 900°C and 1000°C in figure 39(d), 39(e) and 39(f)
show up to one order of magnitude higher interstitial iron concentrations than the measured line
scans. The discrepancy between measured and modeled line scans for temperature above 600°C
indicate that the initial total iron concentration in the sample is much lower than the assumed
total iron concentration of 1 · 1014cm−3. Also the line scan for annealing at 1000°C for 30min
indicates that the total iron concentration is lower because after an annealing time of 30min at a
temperature of 1000°C, nearly all iron is expected to be dissolved and the profile should have a
homogeneous value equaling the total iron concentration. The corresponding line scan in figure
39(f) shows such a homogeneous concentration profile, except very close to the grain boundary.
The peak at the grain boundary could be an indication that not all iron is dissolved after the 30min
annealing step. However, by comparison to the other line scans (see e.g. the line scan in figure
38(d)), one can assume that the peak originates from the measurement artifact discussed above
and does not show a real interstitial iron concentration. In this case the level with 1 · 1013cm−3

in the line scan in figure 39(f) gives the amount of total iron concentration in the sample. There-
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(a) As cut (b) Annealing at 600°C for 160min

(c) Annealing at 800°C for 45min (d) Annealing at 900°C for 60min

(e) Annealing at 1000°C for 15min (f) Annealing at 1000°C for 30min

Figure 39: Comparison of the line scans across the grain boundary for the modeled and mea-
sured apparent interstitial iron concentration for different annealing temperatures and annealing
times performed on the wafer with the grain boundary GB2. For high temperatures there is a
discrepancy between modeled and measured line scans.
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fore, in the following, simulations with a lower total iron concentration of 1 · 1013cm−3 will be
compared to the measured line scans.

Figure 40 shows the results for a simulation with a total iron concentration of 1 · 1013cm−3

and the temperature curve shown in figure 24, which was used for the simulation of the as-
grown sample in section 5.3.1. The precipitate density is Np = 5 · 108cm−3 in the grains and
Ngb = 1 · 108cm−2 at the grain boundary and was chosen to fit the measured line scans for 600°C.

As can be seen the measured and modeled line scans for high temperatures fit much better.
The still existing discrepancy can be explained by the lack of knowledge of the cooling curve
and therefore an incorrect fitting of the precipitate densities. The discrepancy of the modeled and
measured line scans for the as-cut state shows that the combination of cooling curve and pre-
cipitate densities at the grain boundary and in the grain does not exactly match the experimental
conditions. However, the diffusional range calculated with the as-grown temperature profile of
figure 24, assuming a total iron concentration of 1 · 1013cm−3 is RM = 0.9mm, which fits much
better to the width of the denuded zone in the experimental line scan of the as-cut sample in
figure 40(a) than the diffusional range calculated for a concentratio of 1 · 1014cm−3. For the high
temperatures the slightly incorrect fitting of the precipitate densities results in slightly different
concentration levels.

For the line scan for annealing at 800°C not only the incorrect precipitate densities, but
also the different as-cut state - which serves as initial state of the simulation - can result in a
discrepancy. For 800°C the solubility is with approximately 4.6 · 1012cm−3 in the range of the
interstitial iron concentration of the as-cut sample, which amounts 8.5 − 3.5 · 1012cm−3. In this
temperature regime close to the equilibrium temperature, the line scan depends very sensitively
on the initial conditions, as is illustrated on the example of two simulations with slightly different
temperatures of 800°C and 820°C in figure 40(c). Furthermore, for a temperature for which
the solubility equals the interstitial iron concentration present in the sample, no precipitation or
dissolution, but precipitate ripening (Ostwald ripening) is expected, which is not included in the
model. This is probably the major reason for the discrepancy at 800°C.
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(a) As cut (b) 600°C for 160min

(c) 800°C and 820°C for 45min (d) 900°C for 60min

(e) 1000°C for 15min (f) 1000°C for 30min

Figure 40: Comparison of the line scans across the grain boundary for the modeled and measured
apparent interstitial iron concentration for different annealing temperatures and annealing times.
For the simulations the as-grown temperature curve from figure 24 was used for the as-cut state
and the initial iron concentration was set to a lower value of 1 · 1013cm−3.
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5.3.5 Conclusion from the comparison of LBIC and PL measurements

The sections 5.3.1 to 5.3.3 have shown that there is good quantitative agreement of the simula-
tions with the measured concentrations profiles, when assuming only precipitation as mechanism
of accumulation at the grain boundary. The influence of segregation as mechanism of impurity
accumulation was not included, but will be investigated by a simulation study in section 5.5.

The region in the close vicinity of the grain boundary can not be reproduced by the simu-
lations of the interstitial iron concentration. For the profiles of the LBIC measurements, it was
shown that the peak in the vicinity of the grain boundary in the measurements can well be mod-
eled by including the recombination activity of the grain boundary via an LBIC model. For the
PL measurements it remains an open question if the peak in the vicinity of the grain boundary
is a real concentration or if it is a measurement artifact originating from other recombination
channels similar to the LBIC measurements [80, 102, 104]. There are strong indications from
the comparison of simulations and LBIC measurements that the interstitial iron concentration is
not dominating the recombination in the vicinity of the grain boundary. In this case other recom-
bination channels can not be assumed to be negligible in the calculation of the lifetime from PL
measurements as described in section 2.6 and in more detail by Macdonald et al. [40]. This sug-
gests that the peak in the vicinity of the grain boundary in the concentration profiles calculated
from PL measurement can not be interpreted as interstitial iron concentration.

Some discrepancies have been observed in the level of concentration at high temperature an-
nealing between simulations and PL measurements. This could be due to an overestimation of
the dissolution of precipitates during annealing. However, there is evidence that the discrepan-
cies are due to the initial experimental conditions (temperature curve for the as-cut state, total
iron content).

The comparison of the calculated diffusional ranges with the width of the denuded zone in-
dicate that the precipitation at the grain boundary is mainly diffusion-limited for the temperature
processes investigated here. It was illustrated that the denuded zone depends on temperature,
cooling rate and on the initial state of the sample. To describe the influence of the temperature
on the interstitial iron concentration profile, it is helpful to separate the annealing temperature
T into three regimes, depending on the equilibrium temperature T i

eq at which the interstitial iron
concentration in the sample equals the solubility:

1. For T < T i
eq precipitation occurs. The final profile is influenced by the initial state of the

sample in this case.

2. For T ≈ T i
eq the interstitial iron concentration does not change significantly due to pre-

cipitation. In this temperature regime the influence of precipitate ripening becomes very
important. Measured concentration profiles can not be reproduced very well in this regime
because ripening is not included in the model.

3. For T > T i
eq dissolution of precipitates occurs. If the annealing temperature T is also
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higher than the temperature T tot
eq at which the total iron concentration in the sample equals

the solubility and the annealing time is sufficiently long, all precipitates are dissolved and
a homogeneous concentration profiles is established equaling the total iron concentration.
In this case the effective precipitate density depends on the supersaturation level and is
strongly influenced by the cooling rate. If T < T tot

eq (or the annealing time is not sufficiently
long), some precipitates are remaining and the resulting profile is influenced by the initial
state of the sample because precipitation occurs at already existing precipitates.

It has to be mentioned that the conversion from LBIC signal to apparent concentration via
the diffusion length is not straight forward. For the calculation, there is a spread of values for
the capture cross section σn in the literature, ranging between orders of magnitude [105]. This
affects the grain concentration level and the precipitate density at the grain boundary and in
the grains, which are adjusted in the model to fit experimental results. With the conversion
parameter experimentally determined by Istratov et al. [7] (see table 4 in section 4.3), fitting
with reasonable values for the precipitate densities was not possible. Instead the value for the
capture cross section σn from Macdonald et al. [99] was used. Furthermore it is uncertain
to which amount precipitates influence the measured diffusion length/ lifetime. Neglecting the
contribution to the diffusion length from precipitates could be a reason why a conversion with
the factor from Istratov et al. [7] led to an overestimation of the measured diffusion length.
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5.4 Investigation of the influence of the parameters on the example of the
as-grown simulation

As section 5.3.1 has shown, the model with precipitation as mechanism of impurity accumulation
at the grain boundary can reproduce measured apparent concentrations by choosing the right set
of input parameters. In order to better understand the measured concentration profiles, it is now
useful to perform simulations with variations of the different parameters. For all variations, the
simulation with the parameters for the as-grown sample LBIC 1 from section 5.3.1 was used as
reference.

5.4.1 Variation of grain size

The simulations in section 5.3.1 were done only for a grain size of 2mm because the experi-
mental line scans were extracted from a grain boundary adjacent to two grains with a grain size
of approximately 2mm. However, multicrystalline silicon samples usually contain grains with
a wide range of sizes. In order to receive more general statements and make a step towards a
statistical analysis, in this section the grain size is varied and the influence of the grain size on
the concentration profiles is investigated.

Figure 41(a) and figure 41(b) show profiles of the interstitial iron concentration and the con-
centration of precipitated iron, respectively, across a grain boundary. The simulations with a grain
size of 2mm (black circles in figures 41(a) and 41(b)) corresponds to the as-grown simulation for
sample LBIC 1 in section 5.3.1. The profiles show that for the interstitial iron concentration as
well as for the concentration of precipitated iron in the grain the overall level of the profile in
the grain and at the grain boundary and the depth of the denuded zone change with a variation
of the grain size. Of course not only grain size, but also the total impurity concentration in the
sample and the precipitate densities in the grain and at the grain boundary influence the level
of the profile and the depth of the denuded zone. A variation of these three parameters will be
described in the following sections 5.4.2, 5.4.3 and 5.4.4.

In figure 41(c) the concentration level at the maximum distance to the grain boundary of the
profiles shown in figure 41(a) and 41(b), i.e. the ’grain level’ of concentration, is plotted versus
the grain size. Shown are the grain levels of the interstitial iron concentration, of the concen-
tration of precipitated iron in the grain and of the total iron concentration, i.e. the sum of inter-
stitial iron concentration and concentration of precipitated iron. The level for all concentrations
increases with increasing grain size until it reaches a constant value for a grain size of approxi-
mately 5mm. Comparing this with the diffusional range of the impurities of Rm = 1.25mm, which
is calculated by a numerical evaluation based on equation 3 in section 2.1.2 assuming a total iron
concentration of 5 · 1013cm−3, shows that for grains smaller than 5mm the grain boundary lies
within the diffusional range of the impurities, while for larger grains the maximum distance to
the grain boundary is larger than the diffusional range of the impurities. A comparison of the
minimum and maximum of interstitial iron concentration and concentration of precipitated iron
in the grain in figure 41(c) shows that with increasing grain size, the increasing interstitial iron
concentration results in a stronger precipitation in the grain. Therefore, the increase of interstitial
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iron concentration due to less influence of the grain boundary precipitation is compensated by
stronger grain precipitation to some extent.

(a) Interstitial iron concentration (b) Concentration of precipitated iron

(c) Concentration level in the grain versus grain size (d) Diffusion length for a variation of grain size

Figure 41: Variation of grain size for the as-grown simulation LBIC 1: figure 41(a) shows the
profile of the interstitial iron concentration and figure 41(b) the profiles for the concentration of
precipitated iron in the grain across the grain boundary. Figure 41(c) shows the concentration
level in the grain versus grain size and illustrates that the concentration in the grain increases with
increasing grain size until it reaches a constant level at a grain size of approximately 5mm. Figure
41(d) shows the corresponding diffusion length calculated from the interstitial iron concentration
as described in section 2.4.

Figure 41(d) shows the diffusion length profiles calculated from the interstitial iron concen-
tration profiles in figure 41(a) via the Shockley-Read-Hall equation 6 in section 2.4 and with the
parameters shown in section 4. It shows a maximum of diffusion lengths at small distances to a
grain boundary due to low interstitial iron concentrations in the denuded zones and low diffusion
length at large distances to a grain boundary, especially for large grains.

These results can be compared to a typical histogram of the measured LBIC currents for the
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as-grown state as shown in figure 42(a). The figure is taken from Krenckel et al. [23]. To achieve
this histogram a pattern recognition technique was used to sort local LBIC data according to the
distance to the next grain boundary. The histogram shows the same trend for the measured photo
currents as for the modeled diffusion length: The highest photo current is observed at small dis-
tances to the grain boundary, while for large distances to the grain boundary the photo current is
low. Therefore, the measured photo currents and the modeled diffusion length are qualitatively
in close accordance. However, the modeled diffusion length give additional information of the
grain size.

(a) Histogram (b) Diffusion length map

Figure 42: Figure 42(a) shows the relative frequency histograms of the measured LBIC currents
versus distance to the next grain boundary for the as-grown sample LBIC 1. It is taken from
Krenckel et al. [23]. Figure 42(b) shows the diffusion length map calculated from the measured
LBIC currents from the as-grown sample LBIC 1, from which the frequency histogram was
calculated. The image was taken from Krenckel [42].

Figure 42(b) shows the two dimensional map of diffusion length calculated from the mea-
sured LBIC currents. The figure is taken from Krenckel [42]. A comparison with the modeled
diffusion lengths in figure 41(d) shows that the modeled diffusion lengths are in the same range
between 20µm and 80µm as the measured diffusion lengths. Both, the diffusion length map cal-
culated from LBIC measurements in figure 42(b) and the modeled diffusion length profiles in
figure 41(d) show a very important trend: smaller grains have a larger diffusion length. From
simulations it can be deduced that this higher diffusion length is due to a lower interstitial iron
concentration level in smaller grains for which the grain boundary lies in the diffusional range of
the impurities. Therefore, an enhancement of diffusion length due to redistribution of impurities
from the grain to the grain boundary by precipitation works better for small grain sizes. Taking
the recombination losses due to the recombination of the contaminated grain boundaries into
account, which are lower for larger grains (less grain boundaries), this implies that there is an
optimal grain size to achieve optimal diffusion lengths.
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5.4.2 Variation of total impurity concentration

In this section the influence of the total iron concentration on the resulting interstitial iron con-
centration is investigated. As discussed in section 5.3.3 a different total iron concentration results
in different concentration levels in the grain and different depth of the denuded zone. Therefore,
it is important to understand the influence of the total iron concentration on the resulting intersti-
tial iron concentration to appropriate model measured line scans.

Figure 43 shows results for the interstitial iron concentration for a variation of the total iron
concentration. The legends gives the total iron concentration in cm−3.

The profile for a total iron concentration of 5 · 1013cm−3 (black line with circles) is the profile
modeled to fit the as-grown sample LBIC 1 in section 5.3.1. In figure 43(a) it can be seen that
for total iron concentrations ≥ 1 · 1013cm

-3 the level within the grains decreases with increasing
total iron concentration. Figure 43(b) shows that for low total iron concentration of 5 · 1012cm−3

only little and for a total iron concentration of 1 · 1012cm−3 negligible precipitation in the grain
and at the grain boundary occurs. The variation of the resulting grain level of the interstitial
iron concentration is illustrated in figure 43(c). It shows the value for the interstitial iron con-
centration at the maximum distance of 1mm to the grain boundary, i.e. the level of interstitial
iron concentration in the grain versus the total iron concentration. It reveals a peak in the grain
level of the interstitial iron concentration around a total iron concentration of 2.5 · 1013cm−3. In
this region of total iron concentration the concentration of precipitated iron becomes larger than
the interstitial iron concentration and therefore significantly reduces the interstitial iron concen-
tration. While for decreasing total iron concentrations the decrease of resulting interstitial iron
concentration in the grain is due to the lower initial total iron concentration, the decrease of re-
sulting interstitial iron concentration for increasing total iron concentration is caused by stronger
precipitation. The normed interstitial iron concentration profiles in figure 43(d) illustrate the in-
fluence of a variation of total concentration on the denuded zone. It shows that the depth of the
denuded zone increases with increasing total iron concentration due to stronger precipitation at
the grain boundary. A stronger precipitation in the grain and at the grain boundary for higher ini-
tial iron concentrations has been observed in experiments [80, 77] and is interpreted as evidence
for precipitation as mechanism of impurity accumulation. In order to illustrate the reasons, the
increasing equilibrium temperature for the increasing total iron concentrations is shown in figure
44.

A higher equilibrium temperature results in an earlier onset of precipitation and therefore a
higher concentration of precipitated iron in the grain and at the grain boundary due to a longer
precipitation time. The stronger precipitation due to a larger precipitate size enhances the effect
of the longer precipitation time.
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(a) High total iron concentrations (b) Low total iron concentrations

(c) Grain level vs. total iron concentration (d) Normed profiles for high and low iron concen-
trations

Figure 43: Results for a variation of total concentration for the as-grown sample LBIC 1 from
section 5.3.1. The legend gives the total iron concentration in cm−3. Figures 43(a) and 43(b)
show profiles of the interstitial iron concentration across the grain boundary for high and low
total iron concentrations. The profile with a total iron concentration of 5 · 1013cm−3 corresponds
to the reference simulation in section 5.3.1. Figure 43(c) shows the ’grain level’ of the interstitial
iron concentration at a position x = 1mm, i.e. in the grain at the maximum distance from the
grain boundary versus total iron concentration. It illustrates that there is a maximum of resulting
interstitial iron concentration at a total iron concentration of approximately 2.5 · 1013cm−3. For
increasing and decreasing total iron concentration the resulting interstitial iron concentration
decreases. The normed interstitial iron concentration in figure 43(d) shows the influence of a
varying total iron concentration on the denuded zone.
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Figure 44: Equilibrium temperature for which the interstitial iron concentration equals the solu-
bility and therefore precipitation starts for the various total iron concentrations.
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5.4.3 Variation of precipitate density at the grain boundary

The precipitate density at the grain boundary and in the grain influence the resulting interstitial
iron concentration profiles as already discussed in section 5.3.1. In this section this influence will
be investigated systematically.

Figures 45(a) and 45(b) show profiles of the interstitial iron concentration across the grain
boundary for the as-grown sample LBIC 1 for a variation of precipitate density at the grain
boundary for a large grain of 10mm and a small grain of 2mm respectively. The precipitate
density in the legend is given in cm−2. The profile with a precipitate density at the grain boundary
of Ngb = 1 ·107cm−2 for a grain size of 2mm (black circles in figure 45(b)) is the profile used to fit
the line scan of the as-grown sample LBIC 1 in section 5.3.1. The profiles across the large grains
shown in figure 45(a) illustrate that the depth of the denuded zone increases with increasing
precipitate density. (The slightly lower level for a low precipitate density of 1 · 104cm−2 at the
grain boundary is due to an increased precipitation in the grain due to a higher interstitial iron
concentration in the region of the denuded zone in comparison to large precipitate densities at
the grain boundary.) From figure 45(b), it can be deduced that for small grains the precipitate
density at the grain boundary influences the level of interstitial iron concentration within the
grains and the interstitial iron concentration in the grain decreases with increasing precipitate
density at the grain boundary. This result is in agreement with the results in section 5.4.1, in
which the variation of grain size is investigated and it can be deduced that the precipitate density
at the grain boundary influences the grain level of the interstitial iron concentration for grain
sizes smaller than approximately 5mm, which approximately equals twice the diffusional range
calculated for a total iron concentration of 5 · 1013cm−3 according to equation 3 in section 5.3.
The figure 45(b) shows that small grains in one sample can have very different interstitial iron
concentrations due to different precipitation densities of the adjacent grain boundaries, even when
the properties within the grain are equal.
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(a) Large 10mm grain (b) Small 2mm grain

Figure 45: Profiles of interstitial iron concentration across a grain boundary for a variation of
precipitate density at the grain boundary for a large grain of 10mm and a small grain of 2mm.
The precipitate density is given in cm−2.

5.4.4 Variation of precipitate density in the grain

Figure 46 shows the influence of the precipitate density in the grain on the profile of the interstitial
iron concentration across a grain boundary. The precipitate density in the grain is given in cm−3.
The profile with a precipitate density in the grain of Np = 1.5 · 107cm−3 in figure 46(a) (black
circles) is the profile used to fit the line scan of the as-grown sample LBIC 1 in section 5.3.1.
Figure 46(a) shows the large influence of the variation of precipitate density in the grain on the
overall level of the interstitial iron concentration. A higher density of precipitation sites results
in a higher concentration of precipitated iron and therefore in a lower concentration of interstitial
iron. The normed interstitial iron concentrations in figure 46(b) illustrate that the depth of the
denuded zone decreases with increasing precipitate density in the grain due to the competition
between precipitation at the grain boundary and in the grain: A higher flux of impurities towards
the precipitates in the grain reduces faster the concentration of interstitial iron and results in a
lower flux of impurities to the grain boundary.

The figures 45 and 46 show that there is a complex interplay between precipitate density in
the grain and at the grain boundary. The depth of the denuded zone depends on the precipitate
density in the grain and at the grain boundary and on their ratio. The level of interstitial iron
concentration in the grain is influenced by the precipitate density in the grain. The precipitate
density at the grain boundary influences the level of interstitial iron concentration for grains with
a grain boundary within the diffusional range of the impurities.
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(a) Variation of precipitate density, logarithmic
scale

(b) Variation of precipitate density in the grain, lin-
ear scale

Figure 46: Variation of precipitate density in the grain. The legend gives the precipitate density in
cm−3. Figure 46(a) shows the profile of interstitial iron concentration across the grain boundary
in logarithmic scale and illustrates the decrease of the level of interstitial iron concentration with
increasing precipitate density in the grain. The normed profiles in figure 46(b) show a decreasing
depth of the denuded zone for increasing precipitate density in the grain.
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5.5 Segregation versus precipitation
As described in chapter 2.3, several mechanisms are proposed for the accumulation of impurities
at grain boundaries and dislocations. In the previous studies, only precipitation was assumed as
mechanism of impurity accumulation at the grain boundary. In the following section segregation
at the grain boundary will be included in the simulations and the influence of segregation on the
concentration profiles across grain boundaries will be investigated under various conditions.
There are two major differences between precipitation and segregation:

1. The flux towards precipitates depends on the precipitate size. The smaller the precipitates
the smaller is the flux towards the precipitates, i.e. the flux at the onset of precipitation
is small and grows slowly. For segregation the accumulation starts instantaneously with a
high flux toward the grain boundary.

2. Precipitation occurs due to a supersaturation of interstitial impurities in the silicon, while
segregation occurs when the ratio of the concentration in the grain boundary and in the
silicon matrix is unequal to the segregation coefficient.

The temperature curves in this simulation study are designed to use these differences to get
distinguishable concentration profiles for segregation and precipitation. In order to use the differ-
ence described in 1.), a temperature ramp with a very rapid cooling is used. To use the difference
described in 2.), the temperature during the simulation must not decrease below the equilibrium
temperature T tot

eq , i.e. the temperature at which the solubility equals the total iron concentration
in the sample.

Figure 47 shows the typical temperature ramp used in this study. An annealing step at a tem-
perature T1 to establish the equilibrium is followed by rapid cooling to a lower temperature T2

at which accumulation of impurities at a grain boundary occurs. A variation of the temperature
T2 is investigated. Please note that the rapid cooling from T1 to T2 is set to the time t = 0s. The
sample geometry is chosen to 2mm x 180µm.

Figure 48 shows two dimensional maps of the interstitial iron concentration 300s after cool-
ing to temperature T2 for a simulation with only precipitation (48(a)) and a simulation with
precipitation and segregation (48(b)) as mechanisms for the impurity accumulation at the grain
boundary.

The maps are results of simulations in which the sample is annealed at T1 = 1018°C for
50min and rapidly cooled to T2 = 900°C. The total iron concentration is chosen to 1 · 1014cm−3.
The equilibrium temperature at which the solubility of interstitial iron in silicon equals the total
iron concentration is T tot

eq ≈ 940°C, i.e. T1 > T tot
eq and T2 < T tot

eq . The density of precipitates is
Np = 2 · 106cm−3 in the grain and Ngb = 1 · 107cm−2 at the grain boundary and the segregation
coefficient S gb is chosen to match the experimentally determined segregation coefficient S ∗Al for
iron at the interface between silicon and an aluminum gettering layer according to Abdelbarey et
al. [39] because the segregation coefficient of grain boundaries is not known. When comparing
figure 48(a) and 48(b), it is notable that the overall level of the interstitial iron concentration in
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Figure 47: Typical temperature ramp for this simulation study. Please note that the rapid cooling
from T1 to T2 is set to the time t = 0s.

(a) Precipitation only (b) Precipitation and segregation

Figure 48: Two dimensional map of the interstitial iron concentration 300s after the rapid cooling
for a simulation with the temperature ramp shown in figure 47. Figure 48(a) shows only precip-
itation and figure 48(b) shows a combination of precipitation and segregation as mechanisms of
impurity accumulation at the grain boundary. The location of the grain boundary is indicated by
the black arrows.
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the grain is lower for the combination of precipitation and segregation, in contrast to precipitation
only. This is due to impurity segregation at the grain boundary during the annealing step while no
precipitation occurs during annealing at T1 because T1 > T tot

eq . This is due to the different driving
forces of precipitation and segregation described in 2.), i.e. at the temperature T1 the ratio of
concentrations at the grain boundary and in the silicon matrix does not equal the segregation
coefficient S gb, while there is no supersaturation of interstitial iron. The denuded zone (the
region of decreased iron concentration in the vicinity of the grain boundary) is more distinct for
the combined mechanisms of precipitation and segregation.

The dashed black line indicates the position of the line scans across the grain boundary shown
in figure 49. Presented is the time evolution of the line scans for precipitation only (49(a)) and for
a combination of precipitation and segregation (49(b)). A comparison of the two scenarios shows
that for the simulation with segregation the denuded zone appears faster than for the simulation
with only precipitation. This causes the different appearance in figure 48. For longer times both
line scans look very similar.

(a) Precipitation only (b) Precipitation and segregation

Figure 49: Time evolution of a line scan of the interstitial iron concentration across the grain
boundary for precipitation only and a combination of precipitation and segregation as mecha-
nisms of impurity accumulation at the grain boundary. The line scans are extract at the position
indicated by the black dashes lines in figure 48. It can be seen that the denuded zone develops
faster for the simulation with segregation than for the simulation with only precipitation.

The different time scales for the formation of the denuded zone arise because the precipitates
need some time to grow and the smaller the precipitates the smaller is the flux towards the pre-
cipitates at the grain boundary while the accumulation via segregation happens instantaneously
as described in 1.).

Figure 50 shows interstitial iron concentration profiles for a simulation with changed T2 and
changed total iron concentration in order to investigate a scenario with T2 > T tot

eq . The total
iron concentration was set to 1 · 1013cm−3 and the temperature is changed to T2 = 880°C. The
equilibrium temperature for this simulation is T tot

eq ≈ 845°C. Precipitate densities and segregation
coefficient are kept as described in the simulations with T2 < T tot

eq . While the profiles for the
simulation with only precipitation stay the same for all times, segregation causes accumulation
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Figure 50: Interstitial iron concentration for a simulation with T2 > T tot
eq with precipitation only

and a combination of precipitation and segregation. While the profile stays homogeneous for the
simulation with only precipitation, a denuded zone develops for the simulation with segregation.

of impurities at the grain boundary and therefore a denuded zone in the line scan of the interstitial
iron concentration.

In order to estimate, if the effects of segregation are measurable by LBIC, the diffusion length
was calculated from the interstitial iron concentration according to the proposed proportionality
constant from Istratov et al. [7] and the recombination effect was taken into account with the
LBIC model as described in section 4.3. On the left of figure 51, the line scan of the diffusion
length for the simulation with T2 < T tot

eq is shown for 300s. This is in the time range, where the
difference between the simulation with precipitation and the combination of precipitation and
segregation is largest. On the right of figure 51, the result for the simulation with T2 > T tot

eq is
shown for 1000s.

(a) (b)

Figure 51: Diffusion length profile across the grain boundary after 300s for the simulation with
T2 < T tot

eq and after 1000s for the simulation with T2 > T tot
eq . The diffusion length is calculated

from the modeled interstitial iron concentration and the effect of the recombination of the grain
boundary is included.
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The profiles in figure 51 indicate that a difference would be measurable with LBIC for both
scenarios. However, the precipitate density and the segregation coefficient of the grain boundary
are usually not known, which makes it very difficult to determine the difference and the time in
which a difference is visible because it both depends on the precipitate density and the segrega-
tion coefficient of the grain boundary.

The influence of the segregation coefficient is illustrated by figure 52, which shows interstitial
iron concentration profiles for a variation of the segregation coefficient S gb = a · exp

(
b

kT

)
for the

simulation with T2 < T tot
eq for 300s (see figure 52(a)) and 2000s (see figure 52(b)). Varied was

only the prefactor a of the segregation coefficient. The exponential factor is set to b = 1.29eV .
This value for b and a prefactor a = 1.87 are the values determined by Abdelbarey et al. [39] for
aluminum gettering and were used in the previous simulations.

(a) Profiles after 300 s (b) Profiles after 2 000 s

Figure 52: Interstitial iron concentration profiles for a variation of prefactor a of the segregation
coefficient S gb = a · exp

(
b

kT

)
for segregation at the grain boundary. The exponential factor is

held constant at b = 1.29eV . This value for b and a prefactor a = 1.87 are the values determined
by Abdelbarey et al. [39] for aluminum gettering which were used in the previous simulations.
For decreasing segregation coefficient, the depth of the denuded zone decreases and the level of
intersititial iron increases.

Both figures 52(a) and 52(b) show that with decreasing segregation coefficient the depth of
the denuded zone decreases and the level of the interstitial iron concentration increases. The
profiles for the prefactors of a = 0.1 and a = 0.01 are very similar and are not distinguishable
from the profile for only precipitation in figure 49(a).

Figure 53 shows the concentration of precipitated impurities at the grain boundary and in
the grain and the segregated impurities at the grain boundary versus time. It shows that the
onset of precipitation is slow and increases over time, while segregation starts instantaneously
and decreases over time. The graphs for the concentration of segregated impurities at the grain
boundary do not start at the set minimum concentration because segregation already occurs dur-
ing annealing in contrast to precipitation. It also shows that the concentration of precipitated
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impurities in the grain and at the grain boundary increases while the concentration of segregated
impurities decreases with decreasing segregation coefficient. From this it can be deduced that
the lower level of the interstitial iron concentration in the grains for high segregation coefficients
is due to segregation at the grain boundary.

A similar effect has a variation of precipitate density at the grain boundary. As can be deduced
from figure 45(b) in section 5.4.3, a variation of precipitate density at the grain boundary can
result in a change of the level of interstitial iron concentration in the grain and influences the
shape of the denuded zone.

(a) Concentration of precipitated impurities at the
grain boundary

(b) Concentration of segregated impurities at the
grain boundary

(c) Concentration of precipitated impurities in the
grain

Figure 53: Concentration of precipitated and segregated impurities over time for two different
prefactors a = 1.87 and a = 0.01 of the segregation coefficient S gb. While the onset of precipi-
tation is slow and the concentration of precipitated iron increases slowly over time, segregation
starts instantaneously.

The foregoing observations indicate that an experiment according to the simulations with
T2 < T tot

eq is not appropriate to distinguish between segregation and precipitation as mechanisms
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for impurity accumulation at grain boundaries because segregation coefficient and precipitate
density at a grain boundary are usually not known. The simulations for T2 > T tot

eq indicate a
measurable difference for a significant segregation independently from the precipitate density at
the grain boundary.

We propose an experiment with a transition from T2 < T tot
eq to T2 > T tot

eq along a grain bound-
ary to have a region where only precipitation as mechanisms for impurity accumulation is active
and a region with a combination of precipitation and segregation as mechanisms for impurity
accumulation. This can be achieved by a gradient in iron concentration along the grain bound-
ary since T tot

eq changes with the interstitial iron concentration. The temperature T2 can then be
chosen to have a transition from T2 < T tot

eq to T2 > T tot
eq along the grain boundary. In the sim-

ulation presented in the following text, the concentration gradient along the grain boundary is
achieved by an in-diffusion of iron at temperature T1 = 930°C for 1000s with subsequent rapid
cooling. It follows a temperature step of T2 = 880°C for 500s without iron in-diffusion to cause
precipitation and segregation of impurities at the grain boundary.

Figure 54 shows the resulting two dimensional interstitial iron concentration maps after the
temperature step of 500s at T2 = 880°C for a simulation with only precipitation (figure 54(a))
and a combination of segregation and precipitation as mechanisms for impurity accumulation at
the grain boundary with three different prefactors of the segregation coefficient a = 1, a = 0.1
and a = 0.01 (figures 54(b), 54(c), 54(d)). The exponential factor for the segregation coefficient
is chosen to b = 1.29[eV]. Table 8 gives the values for the segregation coefficient S gb at 880°C
for the different prefactors and relates it to the segregation coefficient S ∗Al for aluminum gettering
reported by Abdelbarey et al. [39]. The difference between the concentration for only precipita-
tion and for a combination of precipitation and segregation decreases for decreasing prefactor of
the segregation coefficient a. For a prefactor of a = 1, as shown in figure 54(b), the maximum
difference in concentrations amounts approximately 8 ·1012cm−3, while for a prefactor of a = 0.1
in figure 54(c) the maximum difference is 1 · 1012cm−3 and for a prefactor of a = 0.01 in fig-
ure 54(d) the maximum difference is only 8 · 1011cm−3. The maximum difference is at different
locations in the sample for the three different prefactors and is not always located in the region
Ci < Ceq.

Prefactor a Segregation coefficient S gb at 800°C S gb
S ∗Al

at 800°C

1 4 · 105 0.5
0.1 4 · 104 0.05
0.01 4 · 103 0.005

Table 8: Segregation coefficients at 880°C for different prefactors.
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(a) Precipitation only (b) Precipitation and segregation, a=1

(c) Precipitation and segregation, a=0.1 (d) Precipitation and segregation, a=0.01

Figure 54: Interstitial iron concentration as a result of an iron in-diffusion simulation for precip-
itation and a combination of precipitation and segregation as mechanisms for impurity accumu-
lation at the grain boundary for three different prefactors of the segregation coefficient: a = 1,
a = 0.1 and a = 0.01. The iron in-diffusion is pictured by the arrows on the left side. The dashed
lines indicate the positions, where profiles were extracted.
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Figure 55 shows the gradient of interstitial iron concentration which is established after 1000s
of iron in-diffusion at T1 = 930°C and 500s after the second temperature step at T2 = 880°C.
Shown are line scans extracted at a position y = 1.5mm for precipitation only in figure 55(a) and
for the combination of precipitation and segregation in figure 55(b)). The figures show that at this
distance from the grain boundary, the mechanism of grain boundary accumulation has only little
influence on the concentration gradient along the grain boundary. The temperature T2 = 880°C
is chosen because the solubility of iron in silicon at this temperature is Ceq = 2.58e13cm−3 and
lies well between the minimum and maximum interstitial iron concentration Ci in the sample
as can be seen from the interstitial iron concentration profiles in figure 55. The position where
the interstitial iron concentration equals the solubility separates the sample in two regions with
precipitation and segregation being active for Ci > Ceq and only segregation being active for
Ci < Ceq.

(a) Precipitation only (b) Precipitation and segregation

Figure 55: Interstitial iron concentration profiles along the grain boundary at a position y =

1.5mm to show the concentration gradient established after 1000s of iron in-diffusion at T1 =

930°C and 500s after rapid cooling to T2 = 880°C. The dashed line indicates the value of the
solubility of iron in silicon at the temperature T2.

Figure 56 shows interstitial iron concentration profiles across the grain boundary for different
x-positions indicated by the dashed lines in figure 54. The comparison of figure 56(a) and 56(b)
shows that for positions x = 0.1 and x = 0.5 the profiles for precipitation only and a combination
of segregation and precipitation with a prefactor a = 1 for the segregation coefficient look sim-
ilar. For the positions x = 1 and x = 1.6 the profiles with segregation show a denuded zone in
contrast to the profiles with precipitation only. The transition from Ci > Ceq, where precipitation
occurs, and Ci < Ceq, where only segregation occurs, lies between the positions x = 0.5 and
x = 1 as can be deduced from figure 55.

The followging conclusions can be drawn from this section. As long as the range of the segre-
gation coefficient for grain boundaries is unknown, simulations can not give a reliable prediction
if segregation at the grain boundary has a measurable influence in an experiment according to
the above presented simulations. A general problem when trying to develop an experiment to
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(a) Precipitation only (b) Precipitation and segregation, a = 1

Figure 56: Interstitial iron concentration profiles across the grain boundary at different x posi-
tions.

distinguish precipitation and segregation is that for high concentrations the difference is large,
but there is no qualitative difference in the profiles. For regions in which the profiles show a
qualitative difference, the concentrations are typically low giving a low concentration difference
which is difficult to measure.

However, the comparison of experimental results and simulations promises to give some
more insight into the order of magnitude of the segregation coefficient and to clarify if segrega-
tion has to be taken into account as mechanism of impurity accumulation at grain boundaries.
Simulations give a first hint that segregation has only to be taken into account for special cases,
while in most cases precipitation is expected to be the dominating mechanism and segregation
can be excluded from the simulations. This means that in general it is appropriate to only include
precipitation as mechanism for impurity accumulation at a grain boundary in the simulations, as
has been done in this work. Conditions for which it might be necessary to take segregation into
account are low precipitate densities at the grain boundary and temperature treatments at low
temperatures and low total concentrations, especially when the interstitial iron concentration lies
below the solubility.
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6 Summary and outlook
In this work the redistribution of metal impurities in multicrystalline silicon was explored. For
this puropse single recombination active extended defects were investigated in detail with a com-
bination of in-situ EBIC, FIB and TEM. Simulation studies were performed to investigate the
influence of precipitates and accumulated impurities at grain boundaries on the distribution of
metal impurities during gettering and other temperature processes. For the simulations, a metal
impurity with the properties of iron was used. A comparison with experimental results from
LBIC and PL measurements verified the underlying physical model of the simulations.

The method of combining in-situ EBIC, FIB and TEM, developed in this work, makes it
possible to detect extended recombination active defect in silicon samples and investigate their
distribution, atomic structure and chemical nature at high spatial resolution and low defect den-
sity. In section 3, it was shown that precipitates of metal impurities (here: copper) can be found
at grain boundaries and dislocations and cause extended recombination active defects. The two
investigated examples show that light elements like nitrogen and oxygen at grain boundaries are
involved and serve as nucleation sites.

Further investigations with the method of combining in-situ EBIC, FIB and TEM are neces-
sary to give a statistically more substantiated statement. An interesting opportunity to link the
mechanisms taking place on wafer-scale with detailed information on atomistic scale will be, to
combine the in-situ EBIC, FIB and TEM method with LBIC measurements (or other techniques
to determine iron concentration on the the wafer-scale) and simulations.

The simulation study comparing phosphorus diffusion gettering and aluminum gettering in
section 5.1 has shown that for both techniques, kinetics are limited by the dissolution of precipi-
tates, if the gettering temperature lies below the equilibrium temperature at which the solubility
equals the total iron concentration. This illustrates the need to investigate the influence of pre-
cipitates on the gettering kinetics. It was shown that for gettering temperatures which lie above
the equilibrium temperature, aluminum gettering has the advantage of being only limited by the
thermodynamic conditions determined by the segregation coefficient, while phosphorus diffu-
sion gettering is limited by the phosphorus in-diffusion. As a consequence, aluminum gettering
with its simpler underlying physics was chosen to be used for further investigations of impurity
accumulation at grain boundaries. However, the use of aluminum gettering in practical solar cell
processing is limited because the firing step is too short to have a significant gettering efficiency
[16, 55].

In order to find optimal gettering processes, further simulation studies are necessary. For
example, Plekhanov et al. [14] and Fenning et al. [100] propose the investigation of variable
temperature processes with a high temperature step to dissolve precipitates and a subsequent low
temperature step to make use of a high segregation coefficient.

The simulations of aluminum gettering with grid fingers in section 5.2.2 have shown that
the gettering efficiency is much lower than for aluminum gettering with a continuous gettering
layer. This is not only due to a lower segregation effect caused by less volume of the aluminum
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layer, but also due to kinetic reasons. While aluminum gettering with grid fingers is not ap-
propriate to getter a high amount of impurities in a solar cell processing scheme, it results in
interesting conditions for experiments of fundamental research because the simulations predict
low concentrations of precipitated metal impurities, while the concentration of the interstitial
metal impurities is still high. In comparison with a sample treated by gettering with a continuous
gettering layer, this opens a possibility to study the influence of precipitated impurities e.g. on
the diffusion length measured with LBIC or other recombination-sensitive techniques.

The simulations of aluminum gettering in presence of a grain boundary in section 5.2.3
illustrated that the grain boundary serves as source for interstitial impurities and causes re-
contamination of the grains. This re-contamination is most significant in the vicinity of the grain
boundary, where it even influences the dissolution of the precipitated impurity in the grains. In
the simulations, the precipitated impurities at the grain boundary dissolve significantly slower
than the precipitates in the grains. It can be concluded that the dissolution of precipitates at the
grain boundary influences the gettering kinetics significantly.

A prospective aim is a quantitative comparison of the modeled interstitial iron concentrations
of gettered samples with experimentally determined interstitial iron concentrations, which does
not succeed at present state. The most probable reason is that for low iron concentrations, as
they occur in gettered samples, the interstitial iron concentration is not the limiting factor on
lifetime/ diffusion length. Therefore the conversion from lifetime/ diffusion length to interstitial
iron concentration is not valid and other recombination channels have to be taken into account.
This has also been proposed by Schön et al. [25]. The origin of other recombination channels
might be precipitates in the grains or other defects. The consideration of the precipitated iron
as discussed in Cañizo and Luque [29] are a next possible step towards an improvement of the
quantitative comparison of modeled and experimentally results for samples with low interstitial
iron concentration.

While the quantitative comparison does not succeed for low interstitial iron concentrations, it
works very well for samples with larger interstitial iron concentrations (> 1 · 1012cm−3). This is
shown in section 5.3, in which the accumulation of metal impurities at grain boundaries is simu-
lated and compared with LBIC and PL measurements. For the simulation model, precipitation as
the mechanism of impurity accumulation was used, while segregation was excluded. The good
agreement of simulations and experiments indicates that precipitation is the dominating mecha-
nism. This is consistent with the experimental findings of precipitated metal impurities at grain
boundaries in section 3.

The simulations showed that for some temperature treatments, it is important to take the
history of temperature treatments of the sample into account because the resulting distribution of
impurity concentrations is influenced not only by the precedent temperature treatment, but also
by previous ones. Therefore, it is necessary to carefully consider the conditions of a temperature
treatment. Especially it has to be examined if the solubility lies below or above the total iron
concentration of the sample and if the annealing time is sufficient to dissolve all precipitates or
if some precipitates are remaining in the sample.

The comparison of calculated diffusional ranges with the width of the denuded zones around
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grain boundaries give an indication that the width for the investigated concentration profiles is
mainly limited by diffusion.

The comparison of simulations with LBIC measurements has shown that there is a region
in the vicinity of the grain boundary, in which the LBIC current can not simply be interpreted
as interstitial iron concentration. In this region the recombination activity of the grain boundary
itself has to be taken into account. It is possible to model the effect of the recombination activ-
ity of the grain boundary, when including a charge carrier recombination velocity at the grain
boundary and the laser conditions of the LBIC measurement. The quantitative agreement of the
simulations and the measurements opens the way to quantitatively investigate the influence of
impurity accumulation at grain boundaries on their recombination activity: from the width of the
denuded zone around a grain boundary, it can be deduced how much impurities are accumulated
at the grain boundary. This can be set into relation to the recombination activity of the grain
boundary.

A discrepancy in the close vicinity of a grain boundary between the simulations and the PL
measurements was observed, similar to the discrepancy for the LBIC measurements. It was
proposed that this discrepancy originates from the same effect that the interstitial iron concen-
tration is not the dominating recombination mechanism in the vicinity of the grain boundary and
therefore other recombination channels have to be taken into account [40].

The comparison of PL measurements and simulations indicates that, for conditions at which
precipitate ripening becomes an important process, the model is not accurate because it does
not take ripening into account. In order to improve the model, it would be possible to include
ripening via Fokker-Planck equations. However, solving of the Fokker-Planck equations during
simulations is very time intensive and for most cases the recent model is sufficient to reproduce
experimental results.

To clarify if discrepancies in the concentration level for high temperatures between simu-
lations and PL measurements indicate an overestimation of dissolution of precipitates or are
simply due to uncertain initial experimental conditions (temperature curve, total iron content),
further comparison of simulations with measurements of well known experimental conditions
are necessary.

As described in the conclusion in section 5.3.5, the calculation of the diffusion length in order
to compare simulations with experiments is not straight forward. Since a quantitative agreement
was not successful with the experimentally determined conversion factor from Istratov et al. [7],
the capture cross section for FeB pairs from Macdonald et al. [99] were used. It has to be
noted that there is a wide range of parameters available in literature which makes the conversion
somewhat arbitrary. Furthermore, it is not clear if the recombination activity from precipitated
impurities has to be taken into account. As already mentioned, the recombination activity of
precipitated iron probably has to be taken into account for samples with low interstitial iron
concentrations (e.g. after aluminum gettering). It is possible that it is not negligible for higher
interstitial iron concentrations either. An experiment with grid finger gettering as proposed above
might help to clarify this issue.

Recent experimental observations also indicate that for thin wafers (≈ 150µm) the recombi-
nation at the back side of the wafer have to be taken into account.
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The parameter variations of the simulation for an as-grown wafer in section 5.4 showed that
smaller grains show a higher diffusion length (i.e. a lower interstitial iron concentration) than
larger grains. The reason is that the grain boundary lies outside of the diffusional range of the
impurities for large grains. Taking the recombination losses due to the recombination of the
contaminated grain boundaries into account (less recombination losses for a lower number of
grain boundaries), this implies that there is an optimal grain size in the range of 2 ·RM to achieve
optimal diffusion lengths. A comparison of simulations with experimental results showed a con-
sistent picture. It was also shown in the simulations that the two processes of precipitation in the
grains and precipitation at the grain boundary compete, i.e. the amount precipitated at the grain
boundary/ in the grains depends not only on the initial concentrations and the precipitate density,
but also on the ratio of precipitate density in the grain and at the grain boundary. Furthermore, it
was shown that the variation of precipitate density at the grain boundary results in very different
concentrations in the grain, especially for small grains. This indicates that grains with similar
properties, but adjacent to different grain boundaries, can have very different diffusion length/

concentration levels.
A variation of the total initial iron concentration showed that higher initial iron concentration

resulted in lower remaining interstitial iron concentrations, which is in accordance with experi-
mental observations [80, 77].

The section 5.5 has shown that, at the current state, quantitative simulations of segregation
as mechanism at the grain boundary are not possible because of lacking knowledge about the
range of the segregation coefficient of grain boundaries. However, the simulations predict that
segregation, in most cases, has only a minor effect while precipitation as mechanism of impurity
accumulation at grain boundaries is the dominant mechanism. This is in agreement with the
experimental results in section 3, in which only precipitated metal impurities at grain bound-
aries were detected and with the results in section 5.3 which showed that a model with only
precipitation as mechanism of impurity accumulation can reproduce the experimental results.
Simulations predict that segregation might be important for low precipitate densities at the grain
boundary and temperature treatments at low temperatures with low total concentrations lying
below the solubility of the interstitial metal impurity in silicon.

The comparison of simulations with specially designed experiments, such as the proposed
iron in-diffusion experiment described in section 5.5, promise to contribute to an estimate of the
range of the segregation coefficient and of the importance of segregation as mechanism of impu-
rity accumulation.

In general similar simulations investigating the accumulation of impurities at grain bound-
aries for other metal impurities, e.g. copper, are of interest and easy to implement into the sim-
ulation model. However, while there are many measurements on iron in literature, other metal
impurities are difficult to measure. Especially the fast diffusion copper can hardly be measured
in its interstitial form due to its high mobility. An interesting issue for future simulations will
be the investigation of lower precipitate densities at grain boundaries via single point sources
located at the grain boundary.
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7 Appendix

7.1 Mesh settings and boundary conditions for iron in-diffusion
The boundary conditions for iron in-diffusion at the left boundary as described in section 4.2.1
are discontinuous, which causes numerical errors during simulations. In order to avoid these
numerical problems the boundary conditions have to be smoothed. This is done by defining a
smoothed Heaviside function and by refining the mesh at the left boundary, as shown in figure
57. For the refinement, an arithmetic sequence as mesh distributions with 1000 elements and
an element ratio of 0.001 was used on the left boundary and a geometric sequences with 100
elements and an element ratio of 0.002 was used on the boundaries on the top and bottom. For
details please refer to the Comsol manual [106].

Figure 58 shows a one-dimensional line scan of the two dimensional modeled resulting inter-
stitial iron concentration profiles with and without smoothed Heaviside function and refined mesh
for a temperature of T = 900◦C, an initial concentration at the left boundary of Cinit = 1014cm−3

and at an in-diffusion time of t = 10−5s. The mesh geometry is quadratic because sample thick-
ness and size were scaled to 1. (For details on scaling see section 4.2.6.) The original size of the
sample is 1cmx100µm. It shows that the numerical error can have a large effect on the concen-
tration profile at the side of the sample where the in-diffusion takes place. However, this is only
true for very short in-diffusion times. For the present example the solutions for unrefined and
refined mesh coincide already at an in-diffusion time of t = 0.1s. Nevertheless, it is important to
keep in mind that the discontinuous boundary conditions bear numerical errors.
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Figure 57: Refined triangular mesh to avoid numerical errors in in-diffusion zone (in-diffusion
from left side). Shown is the non-dimensionalized geometry of a sample: thickness and width
are scaled to 1.

Figure 58: Comparison of the interstitial iron concentration profile with and without smoothed
Heaviside function and by refining the mesh at the left boundary.
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7.2 Mesh settings at the grain boundary
In order to get a smooth solution for the concentration profiles of interstitial iron in silicon CS i

and of precipitated iron in the grain Cp, the mesh has to be refined on the grain boundary. An
example of an appropriate mesh refinement is shown in figure 59. It can be achieved by using
a arithmetic sequence as mesh distributions with 80 elements and an element ratio of 0.01. For
details please refer to the Comsol manual [106]. As already described in section 7.1, the sample
geometry was scaled and therefore the mesh geomtry is quadratic.

Figure 59: Refined rectangular mesh for a grain boundary as flux/source. Shown is the non-
dimensionalized geometry of a sample: thickness and width are scaled to 1. The original size of
the sample is 2mmx180µm.
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